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ABSTRACT
The Arveson-Douglas Conjecture states that, closures of polynomial ideals in some analyt-
ic Hilbert modules, such as the Drury-Arveson module, Bergman module or Hardy module, are
essentially normal. The conjecture has connections to multivariable operator theory, index theo-
ry and function theory. In this dissertation, we discuss an approach using tools from harmonic
analysis and several complex variables. Two methods are introduced, approaching this problem
from different aspects. Each method has given some interesting new results. Most of the theories
developed in this dissertation concerns the Bergman space.
First, we introduce the Arveson-Douglas Conjecture, its background and applications.
Then we describe the first method. The main subject is a geometric version of the Arveson-
Douglas Conjecture. For this method to work we need the variety to have nice properties, such as
smoothness or transversality, around the boundary. Two types of varieties are considered.
Next, we develop the second method, which mainly treats principal submodules. This method
gives weaker results but is more flexible. As a consequence, we are able to extend our discussion
to strongly pseudoconvex domains and to the Hardy space. As an application, we apply this theory
to the unit ball and obtain some nontrivial results.
Finally, we end this dissertation with some concluding remarks as well as future plans.
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NOMENCLATURE
D The unit disk
Cn The n-dimensional complex space
Bn The unit ball of Cn
B(H) Bounded linear operators on a Hilbert spaceH
L2a(
) The Bergman space on a domain 

H2(
) The Hardy space on a domain 

T (L1) Toeplitz algebra of L1 symbols on the Bergman space
PL2a The Bergman projection
C[z1;    ; zn] Ploynomial ring of n variables
M f Multiplication operator with symbol f
T Integral operator defined by a Carleson measure 
 f The Laplacian of a function f
r f The gradient of a function f
Z(I) Zero variety of an ideal I
PI Closure of an ideal I, viewed as a submodule
QI Quotient module of PI
PM Submodule that vanish on M
QM Quotient module of PM
P;Q Projection operators onto the corresponding spaces
A  B 9C > c > 0 such that cA  B  CA
A . B 9C > 0 such that A  CB
A & B 9c > 0 such that A  cB
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1. INTRODUCTION
Denote C[z1;    ; zn] the polynomial ring of n variables. Given a commuting n-tuple of opera-
tors (T1;    ;Tn) acting on a Hilbert space H , one can define a C[z1;    ; zn]-module structure on
H . A polynomial p acts onH by p(T1;    ;Tn). This simple observation offers a a new perspective
of studying multivariable operator theory using algebraic and geometric methods.
Definition 1.0.1. SupposeH is a Hilbert space and
 : C[z1;    ; zn] ! B(H)
is a homomorphism from C[z1;    ; zn] to the algebra B(H) of bounded operators onH . The map
 gives a C[z1;    ; zn]-module structure onH . We say thatH is a Hilbert Module.
Perhaps the most well-known result in this direction is the generalization of von Neumann’s
inequality for commuting row contractions. Recall that an operator T on a Hilbert space H is a
contraction if kTk  1. The famous von Neumann’s inequality states that for any polynomial p of
one variable,
kp(T )k  sup
z2D
jp(z)j:
An n-tuple (T1;    ; Tn) of mutually commuting operators onH is called a row contraction if
kT11 +    + Tnnk2  k1k2 +    + knk2
for any 1;    ; n 2 H . Equivalently, this means that the “row operator”
(T1;    ;Tn) : ni=1H ! H
is a contraction. It seems natural to expect a similar inequality for commuting row contractions. To
one’s surprise, in [2], Arveson showed that there exists row contractions that are not polynomial
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bounded. Indeed, there is no constant K satisfying
kp(T1;    ;Tn)k  K supfjp(z)j : z 2 Bng:
Arveson gave an appropriate generalization of the von Neumann’s inequality, using the multiplier
norm on a special function space — the Drury-Arveson space.
Definition 1.0.2. The Drury-Arveson space H2n is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space on Bn
defined by reproducing kernels
Kz(w) =
1
1   hw; zi ; z;w 2 Bn:
The polynomials act on H2n by multiplication:
(p) = Mp; Mp( f ) = p f :
Arveson [2] showed that the following inequality holds for any row contraction.
kp(T1;    ;Tn)k  kp(Mz1 ;    ;Mzn)k:
Definition 1.0.3. Suppose P  H is a closed subspace that is invariant under the module actions,
i.e.,
(zi)P  P; i = 1;    ; n:
By defining
0 : C[z1;    ; zn] ! B(P); q 7! (q)jP;
one obtains a Hilbert module structure on P. We say that P is a submodule ofH .
Similarly, for Q := P? we consider
00 : C[z1;    ; zn] ! B(Q); q 7! Q(q)jQ;
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where Q denotes the orthogonal projection onto Q. The Hilbert module Q is called a quotient
module of the Hilbert moduleH .
For a Hilbert moduleH , we say thatH is essentially normal if the cross commutators [(zi);(z j)]
belong to the algebra of compact operators K(H), 8i; j = 1;    ; n. For 1  p < 1, we say thatH
is p-essentially normal if [(zi);(z j)] belong to the Schatten class Cp, 8i; j = 1;    ; n.
Essentially normal Hilbert modules are very important objects in functional analysis. It gives
rise to several important invariants which links operator theory with geometry. The following
proposition states the relation between essential normality of quotient modules and submodules.
Proposition 1.0.4. [5, Proposition 4.1] Let H be a Hilbert module, P  H a submodule, and
Q = P? the quotient module. Write Ai = (zi), Bi = 0(zi) and Ci = 00(zi), i = 1;    ; n. Then
(1) [Bi; Bk]P =  [P; Ai][P; A j] + P[Ai; Aj]P
(2) [Ci;Cj]Q = [P; A j]
[P; Ai] + Q[Ai; Aj]Q.
As a consequence, ifH is p-essentially normal (essentially normal), then the following are equiv-
alent.
(1) P is p-essentially normal (essentially normal).
(2) Q is p-essentially normal (essentially normal).
(3) [P; Ai] 2 C2p (K(H)), i = 1;    ; n.
(4) [Q; Ai] 2 C2p (K(H)), i = 1;    ; n.
In [4] and [5], Arveson raised a conjecture about module actions on submodules and quotient
modules.
Arveson’s Conjecture: Let I be a homogeneous ideal in C[z1;    ; zn] and let PI be its closure on
the Drury-Arveson space H2n . Then PI is p-essentially normal for all p > n.
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Arveson [4] [5] showed that if PI is essentially normal, the module actions give rise to a
quantity called the curvature invariant [3], which is stable under compact perturbations. Moreover,
an essentially normal Hilbert module gives an exact sequence
0 ! K ! C(T1;    ;Tn) +K ! C(X) ! 0:
Here X is some topological space, and (T1;    ;Tn) are the module actions corresponding to the
coordinate functions z1;    ; zn. For the submodule PI , it is known that X always equals @Bn. On
the other hand, for the quotient moduleQI , X = Z(I)\@Bn. This property of quotient modules gives
rise to very important geometric applications. In [11], Douglas indicates that the exact sequence
above for [QI] defines an element in the odd K-homology group in K1(Z(I) \ @Bn). For almost
all known cases, this element proves to be nontrivial, and for some special cases, it was shown to
coincide with the one determined by the complex structure or the spinc structure on the variety.
These ideas lead to an analytic version of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch Theorem (cf. [13]).
Therefore proving essential normality opens the door for formulating and proving a generalization
of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch Theorem for varieties with singularities.
The Conjecture can also be formulated on other function spaces. In [10], Douglas extended the
results of Arveson to a general class of Hilbert modules.
Definition 1.0.5. Denote Bn the open unit ball of Cn and v the normalized Lebesgue measure on
Bn, i.e., v(Bn) = 1. The Bergman space is the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on Bn that
are square integrable with respect to the measure v.
L2a(Bn) =

f 2 Hol(Bn) :
Z
Bn
j f (w)j2dv(w) < 1

:
For a positive integer l, the weighted Bergman space La;l(Bn) is defined as
L2a;l(Bn) =

f 2 Hol(Bn) :
Z
Bn
j f (w)j2(1   jwj2)ldv(w) < 1

:
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Let  denote the normalized surface measure on the unit sphere S = @Bn. The Hardy space
H2(Bn) consists of holomorphic functions f on Bn such that
sup
0<r<1
Z
S
j f (r)j2d() < 1:
For a domain
  Cn, one can also define the Bergman space and Hardy space on
 (cf. [37]).
The module actions on these spaces are defined by multiplication, Mq( f ) = q f , 8q 2 C[z1;    ; zn].
More generally, for f 2 L1(
), one can define the Toeplitz operator T f on L2a(
) such that
T f (g) = PL2a(
)( f g). The Toeplitz algebra with L
1 symbols T (L1) is the C-algebra generated
by the operators T f where f 2 L1(
). For the Hardy space one can define the Toeplitz algebra
similarly, the only difference is that f 2 L1(@
).
Since our discussions are independent within the sections regarding different spaces, we will
use the same notation Mq for multiplication operators on these spaces.
One important and well-known property of these Hilbert modules is that they are p-essentially
normal for all p > n.
In general, letH denote one of the Drury-Arveson module, the Bergman module, or the Hardy
module. Given an ideal I of C[z1;    ; zn], one can consider its closure PI in H . A moment of
reflection shows that PI is a Hilbert submodule ofH .
The geometric applications carry over to the cases of the Bergman module or Hardy module.
In [11], Douglas gave a few refinements of the Arveson’s Conjecture . The following is the most
well-known form.
Arveson-Douglas Conjecture Suppose I is a homogeneous ideal of C[z1;    ; zn]. Write PI for
the submodule as defined above, and QI the corresponding quotient module. Let d be the complex
dimension of the variety Z(I). Then for any p > d the quotient module is p-essentially normal.
We remark that, some submodules with non-homogeneous, and even non-algebraic generators,
were also shown to derive essentially normal submodules and quotient modules. On the other hand,
even for some simple cases, the essential normality is already hard to prove, and will already give
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us remarkable applications. These results are also generally referred to as the Arveson-Douglas
Conjecture.
One can formulate another type of submodules. Suppose M  Bn (or a domain
) is a complex
zero variety, define
PM = f f 2 H : f jM = 0g:
Clearly PM is a submodule ofH .
The submodules PI and PM are connected with each other. In fact, one can show that, when I
is homogeneous and radical, we have PI = PM with M = Z(I) \ Bn. Here Z(I) is the zero variety
of I.
Z(I) = fz 2 Cn : q(z) = 0;8q 2 Ig:
ThusPM can be viewed asPI without multiplicity. Regarding the second examplePM, a geometric
version of the Arveson-Douglas Conjecture was raised and studied.
Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture Suppose M  Bn is a complex zero variety of dimen-
sion d. Let the submodule
PM = f f 2 L2a(Bn) : f jM = 0g;
and let QM := PM be the quotient module. Then QM is p-essentially normal for all p > d.
In this dissertation, we will focus our study on the Bergman space (and Hardy space in Section
3.3). One reason for doing so is that, for the geometric applications, one can work on either space.
Moreover, for homogeneous ideals, one can show that the conjecture is equivalent among different
spaces. Another reason is on the technical side, unlike the Drury-Arveson norm, the Bergman norm
is defined by a measure. Therefore it is easier to do harmonic analysis on the Bergman space.
There is another aspect of this conjecture that is worth mentioning. Take the Bergman module
L2a(Bn) for example. Recall that from Proposition 1.0.4, in order to obtain essential normality of a
submodule or a quotient module, one needs to show that [P;Mzi] is compact for any i = 1;    ; n.
Notice that
[P;Mzi]
 = (PMzi   PMziP) = QMziP = PL2a(I   P)MziP:
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The last expression makes sense when we consider P as the projection operator from L2(Bn) to P.
The form of the operator (1  P)MziP resembles that of a Hankel operator Hzi . Indeed, the fact that
L2a(Bn) is essentially normal is just the well-known fact that the Hankel operators with symbols zi
are compact. Therefore the Arveson-Douglas Conjecture can be viewed as a generalization of this
fact to submodules and quotient modules.
The Arveson-Douglas Conjecture has been studied by many mathematicians for almost 20
years. It originated from an operator theoretical problem, but its later development has involved
index theory, algebraic geometry, harmonic analysis and several complex variables. In his paper
[5], Arveson showed that the conjecture is true for an ideal generated by a monomial. Later, Guo
and Wang [25] proved the conjecture for the cases n  3, dimC Z(I)  1, or I is principal. In 2011,
Douglas and Wang [14] made a breakthrough, showing that the conjecture holds on the Bergman
space L2a(Bn), for any principal ideal, not necessarily homogeneous. They introduced harmonic
analysis into the discussion of the conjecture. A geometrical version of the conjecture was raised
and discussed in [27] by Kennedy and Shalit. In this paper, they considered decomposition of
algebraic varieties. Shalit [34] has also obtained results in the case that the ideal I has the sta-
ble division property. Almost symutaneously, two breakthroughs were made on the Geometric
Arveson-Douglas Conjecture. Using the Boutet de Monvel calculus, Englis and Eschmeier [18]
showed that the conjecture holds for homogeneous varieties smooth away from the origin, and also
for smooth varieties that are transversal with the boundary. Douglas, Tang and Yu [13] introduced
tools from index theory to study the case when the variety is a complete intersection space, smooth
on Bn and transeversal to @Bn. They also found out explicitly the K-homology element for the
quotient module.
The work discussed in this dissertation contains several joint works of the author with Professor
Ronald G. Douglas, Professor Kunyu Guo and Professor Jingbo Xia. In [16], Douglas and the
author used harmonic analysis methods and showed the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture
for varieties smooth on @Bn and transversal with @Bn. In [17] they showed the conjecture for unions
of the above varieties intersecting cleanly on @Bn. In [38], Xia and the author filled a remaining
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gap in [16] and [17]. They showed that the quotient module is p-essentially normal for p > dimM,
as stated in the conjecture. Along another line, in [12], Douglas, Guo and the author proved for the
Bergman space on bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains in Cn with smooth boundary that any
principal ideals, generated by a holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of the closure, is
p-essentially normal for p > n. Later, Xia and the author showed that the same holds for Hardy
space on such domains [39] .
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2. ESSENTIAL NORMALITY AND HOLOMORPHIC EXTENSIONS
In this chapter, we discuss the following form of the Arveson-Douglas Conjecture.
Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture Suppose M  Bn is a complex zero variety of dimension
d. Let the submodule
PM = f f 2 L2a(Bn) : f jM = 0g
and let QM := PM be the quotient module. Then QM is p-essentially normal for all p > d.
As explained in the previous chapter, to obtain essential normality of a submodule or quotient
module, one needs to have a good understanding of the projection operator onto it. In the case of
the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture, the quotient module actually live on the variety M.
Let us explain in detail.
Proposition 2.0.6. Let QM be defined as above, then
QM = spanfKz : z 2 Mg:
Proof. The proof is essentially bookkeeping. From the definition, it is easy to see that spanfKz :
z 2 Mg  QM. On the other hand, if f ? Kz for any z 2 M, by definition, f 2 PM = Q?M. Therefore
the two spaces are equal. This completes the proof. 
From Proposition 2.0.6, we see that QM coincides with the reproducing kernel Hilbert space on
M determined by fKzjM : z 2 Mg (cf. [1]). Another type of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces that
live on M are the weighted Bergman spaces. Let M˜ be an d-dimensional complex submanifold
of a neighborhood of the closed unit ball Bn. For z 2 M write (z) for the distance from z to the
boundary of M with respect to the Riemannian metric on M. For s > 0, we denote by L2a;s(M) the
Part of the data reported in this chapter is reprinted with permission from “Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture
and holomorphic extensions” by Ronald G. Douglas and YiWang, 2017, Indiana Univ. Math. J., 66, 1499-1535, Copy-
right 2017 by Indiana University Mathematics Journal and “Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture-decomposition
of varieties” by Ronald G. Douglas and Yi Wang, 2018, Complex Anal. Oper. Theory, 5, 1267-1290, Copyright 2018
by Springer.
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space of holomorphic functions on M that are square integrable with respect to the measure sdvM.
Here vM denotes the volume measure on M.
L2a;s(M) = f f 2 Hol(M) :
Z
M
j f (z)j2s(z)dvM(z) < 1g:
The following example shows some connection between quotient spaces QM and weighted
Bergman spaces L2a;s(M).
Example 2.0.7. Suppose M is the intersection of a d-dimensional linear subspace with the open
unit ball Bn, where d < n. We can identify M with the unit ball in Cd. Let PM and QM be defined
as above.
Let  be the weighted Bergman measure on M: d = c(1 jzj2)n ddmd, wheremd is the Lebesgue
measure on M and c > 0 is chosen such that (M) = 1 . It is well-known that the weighted Bergman
space on M defined by
L2a;n d(M) = f f is an analytic function on M :
Z
M
j f (w)j2d(w) < 1g
is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space on M with reproducing kernels
fKn dz (w) =
1
(1   hw; zi)n+1 : z 2 Mg:
We have shown thatQM is also a reproducing kernel Hilbert space on M with the same reproducing
kernels. By [1], the two spaces are isometric. In fact, a simple calculation shows that the restriction
map
R : QM ! L2a;n d(M); f 7! f jM
is an isometry.
An immediate question is that, is it true that QM is a weighted Bergman space? The answer is,
unfortunately, no in general.
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Example 2.0.8. Suppose M = fa1;    ; amg  Bn, then there exists a positive measure  on M such
that 8 f 2 QM,
k f k2 =
Z
M
j f j2d;
if and only if m = 1.
Proof. The “if” part is obvious, we prove the “only if” part.
Suppose  is supported on M such that the equation holds, then  =
mP
i=1
cii, where ci 
0 and i are the point masses at ai, i = 1;    ;m. For any x1;    ; xm 2 C, let x =
mP
i=1
xikai 2 QM,
then
kxk2 =
X
i; j
xix jhkai ; ka ji:
On the other hand,
Z
M
jx(w)j2d(w) =
mX
i=1
cijx(ai)j2
=
mX
i=1
ci(1   jaij2) (n+1)j
mX
j=1
x jhka j ; kaiij2:
Let G be the m  m matrix (hkai ; ka ji)i j, then
kxk2 =

x1 : : : xm

G
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
x1
:::
xm
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
and
Z
M
jx(w)j2d(w) =

x1 : : : xm

G
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
d1 : : : 0
:::
: : :
:::
0 : : : dm
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAG

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
x1
:::
xm
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
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where di = ci(1   jaij2) (n+1). Since xi are arbitrary, we have
G = G
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
d1 : : : 0
:::
: : :
:::
0 : : : dm
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAG
:
This only holds when G is diagonal, which implies m = 1. 
Now let us turn our attention to another problem related to complex varieties - the problem of
holomorphic extensions. This problem has been studied extensively by function theorists. Given
a complex variety in a domain, one asks whether a holomorphic function on that variety can be
extended to a holomorphic function on the entire domain. Norm estimates of the extension maps
are also studied. The work of Frank Beatrous [6] is mostly related to our topic.
Definition 2.0.9. Let Y be a manifold and let X;Z be two submanifolds of Y . We say that the
submanifolds X and Z are transversal if 8x 2 X \ Z, Tx(X) + Tx(Z) = Tx(Y).
Theorem 2.0.10 (Beatrous). Let M˜ be an d-dimensional complex submanifold of a neighborhood
of the closed unit ball Bn which intersects @Bn transversally. Let M = M˜ \ Bn and s = n   d, then
there is a bounded linear operator
E : L2a;s(M) ! L2a(Bn)
such that E f jM = f for any f 2 L2a;s(M).
Douglas, Tang and Yu [13] extended this result to complete intersection spaces intersecting
@Bn transversally, with possibly finite singularities inside the unit ball.
In Section 2.2 we will build a connection between the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture
and the problem of holomorphic extensions. These two problems might seem unrelated at first
sight. At second thought, however, one realizes that they have something in common. Denote
by QM the orthogonal projection onto the quotient module QM. Given a function f 2 L2a(Bn), its
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image under QM depends only on the restriction f jM. In other words, the operator QM sends the
restricted function f jM to the function QM( f ), which is defined on the unit ball Bn. Therefore QM
can be viewed as an extension operator from the variety M to Bn. This shows some connection
between the two problems. In order to explain this in detail, we need to introduce some tools from
harmonic analysis.
2.1 Carleson Measures and Integral Operators
This section serves as a crash course on harmonic analysis regarding the Bergman space L2a(Bn).
We have no intention in giving a full description over the material. Instead, we will just list the
parts that are related to our topic. The interested readers can refer to [33], [40] and [36]for more
details.
For z 2 Bn, write Pz for the orthogonal projection onto the complex line Cz and Qz = I   Pz.
The map
'z(w) =
z   Pz(w)   (1   jzj2)1=2Qz(w)
1   hw; zi
is the (unique) automorphism of Bn that satisfies 'z  'z = id and 'z(0) = z.
The following lemma can be verified by direct computation, for a proof see [33].
Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose a, z, w 2 Bn, then
(1)
1   h'a(z); 'a(w)i = (1   ha; ai)(1   hz;wi)(1   hz; ai)(1   ha;wi) :
(2) As a consequence of (1),
1   j'a(z)j2 = (1   jaj
2)(1   jzj2)
j1   hz; aij2 :
(3) The Jacobian of the automorphism 'z is
(J'z(w)) =
(1   jzj2)n+1
j1   hw; zij2(n+1) :
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Definition 2.1.2. The pseudo-hyperbolic metric on Bn is defined by
(z;w) = j'z(w)j:
And the hyperbolic metric is defined by
(z;w) =
1
2
log
1 + (z;w)
1   (z;w) :
Thus (z;w) = tanh (z;w). The metric  is sometimes also called the Bergman metric. It is
well known that both metrics are invariant under actions of Aut(Bn), the group of holomorphic
automorphisms of Bn. That is, given  2 Aut(Bn),
(z;w) = ( (z);  (w));
and
(z;w) = ( (z);  (w))
for all z, w 2 Bn. For r > 0 and z 2 Bn, write
D(z; r) = fw 2 Bn : (w; z) < rg = fw 2 Bn : (w; z) < srg;
where sr = tanh r.
We will use the notation Dd(z0; r) to denote the hyperbolic ball in Bd. The notation B(z; ) is
used to denote the Euclidean ball with center z and radius .
Lemma 2.1.3. For z 2 Bn, r > 0, the hyperbolic ball D(z; r) consists of all w that satisfy:
jPw   cj2
s2r2
+
jQwj2
s2r
< 1;
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where P = Pz, Q = Qz, and
c =
(1   s2r )z
1   s2r jzj2
;  =
1   jzj2
1   s2r jzj2
:
Thus D(z; r) is an ellipsoid with center c, radius sr in the z direction and sr
p
 in the directions
perpendicular to z. Therefore the Lebesgue measure of D(z; r) is
vn(D(z; r)) = Cs2nr 
n+1;
where C > 0 is a constant depending only on n. Note that when we fix r,  is comparable with
1   jzj2. Hence v(D(z; r)) is comparable with (1   jzj2)n+1.
One of the reasons that the hyperbolic metric is important is that it matches the analytic struc-
ture on the unit ball. From the properties of the map 'z, it is easy to deduce
Lemma 2.1.4. [40] Given any 0 < r < 1, there exists a constant 0 < Cr < 1 such that for any
z;w 2 Bn satisfying (z;w) < r and any  2 Bn,
(1) C 1r  1 jzj
2
1 jwj2  Cr,
(2) C 1r  j1 h;zijj1 h;wij  Cr:
Suppose  is a positive, finite, regular, Borel measure. The operator
T f (z) =
Z
Bn
f (w)
(1   hz;wi)n+1d(w)
defines an analytic function for every f 2 H1(Bn). The following lemma is implied by the proof
of Lemma 2.1 in [36].
Lemma 2.1.5. Let  be a positive, finite, regular, Borel measure on Bn and r > 0, then the following
are equivalent. When one of these conditions holds,  is called a Carleson measure (for L2a(Bn)).
(1) supz2Bn
R
Bn
(1 jzj2)n+1
j1 hw;zij2(n+1)d(w) < 1;
(2) 9C > 0 : R j f j2d  C R j f j2dv for all f 2 L2a(Bn);
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(3) supz2Bn
(D(z; r))
vn(D(z; r))
< 1;
(4) T extends to a bounded linear operator on L2a(Bn).
Suppose  is a Carleson measure, by Fubini’s Theorem, we have:
hT f ; gi =
Z
Bn
f (w)g(w)d(w); 8 f ; g 2 L2a(Bn):
Carleson measures and the integral operators T play an crucial role in the discussion of this chap-
ter. A particularly important property is the following corollary of Theorem 7.3 in [36].
Lemma 2.1.6. Suppose  is a Carleson measure, then the operator T belongs to the Toeplitz
algebra of L1 symbols T (L1).
The following lemma is crucial to our proof of essential normality. One can find a proof in [31,
Proposition 1.4].
Lemma 2.1.7. If f 2 C(Bn), then T f essentially commutes with every operator in the Toeplitz
algebra T (L1).
We will use the following lemma frequently in calculation. One can find a proof in [33, Propo-
sition 1.4.10].
Lemma 2.1.8. For z 2 Bn, c real, t >  1, define
Ic(z) =
Z
S
d()
j1   hz; ijn+c
and
Jc;t(z) =
Z
Bn
(1   jwj2)tdv(w)
j1   hz;wijn+1+t+c :
When c < 0, then Ic and Jc;t are bounded in Bn. When c > 0, then
Ic(z)  (1   jzj2) c  Jc;t(z):
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Finally,
I0(z)  log 11   jzj2  J0;t(z):
2.2 Equivalent Measures
In this section we establish some connections between the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Con-
jecture and the holomorphic extension theory. As illustrated by the examples in the beginning of
Chapter 2, the quotient module QM seem to be connected with a weighted Bergman space but does
not necessarily be one. Using the language of harmonic analysis we can make this precise.
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose M is a subset of Bn. Let QM be the quotient module in the Bergman space
defined as in the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture. If there exists a positive, finite, regular,
Borel measure  on M such that for some constants C; c > 0 and for any f 2 QM,
ck f k2 
Z
M
j f (w)j2d(w)  Ck f k2;
then the projection operator QM is in the Toeplitz algebra T (L1). As a consequence, the quotient
module QM is essentially normal.
Proof. First, we prove that the measure  is a Carleson measure. From the assumption, we have
for any z 2 Bn,
Z
Bn
(1   jzj2)n+1
j1   hw; zij2(n+1)d(w) =
Z
M
jkz(w)j2d(w)
=
Z
M
jQMkz(w)j2d(w)
 CkQMkzk2
 C:
The second equality is because kz   QMkz 2 PM, therefore kz(w) = QMkz(w);8w 2 M. By Lem-
ma 2.1.5,  is a Carleson measure.
Next we show that the projection operator QM is a continuous function calculus of T and
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therefore is in the Toeplitz algebra. From the equation
hT f ; f i =
Z
M
j f (w)j2d(w); 8 f 2 L2a(Bn)
we see that T is positive and vanishes on PM. Also, the equivalence of L2()-norm and Bergman
norm on QM implies that T is bounded below on QM. Therefore 0 is isolated in (T) and PM =
ker T. Take any continuous function f on R that vanishes at 0 and equals 1 on the rest of the
spectrum, then QM = f (T).
Finally, by Lemma 2.1.6, QM is in the Toeplitz algebra. By Lemma 2.1.7, QM essentially
commutes with the operators Mzi , i = 1;    ; n. Therefore the quotient module QM is essentially
normal. This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to discuss the connection between the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjec-
ture and the problem of holomorphic extensions.
Remark 2.2.2. First let us remark that Theorem 2.2.1 together with Theorem 2.0.10 give us an
immediate proof of the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture for smooth varieties.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let M˜ be an d-dimensional complex submanifold of a neighborhood of the
closed unit ball Bn which intersects @Bn transversally. Let M = M˜ \ Bn, then the quotient module
QM is essentially normal.
Proof. Let s = n   d and the extension operator
E : L2a;s(M) ! L2a(Bn)
be as in Theorem 2.0.10, i.e., RE = Id where R is the restriction operator. Therefore Range(R) =
L2a;s(M) and by the closed graph theorem, R is bounded. For every f 2 QM,
Z
M
j f (z)j2s(z)dvM(z) = kR f k2  kRk2k f k2:
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On the other hand,
k f k2  kER f k2  kEk2kR f k2 = kEk2
Z
M
j f (z)j22(z)dvM(z):
The result follows by Theorem 2.2.1. 
From this we see that existence of a bounded extension operator implies essential normality.
On the other hand, suppose  satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2.2.1, then the map
E : Range(R) ! QM  L2a(Bn);R f 7! f 2 QM
is an extension operator. So this also provides a way to solve the holomorphic extension problem.
2.3 Varieties with Smooth Boundaries
In this section, we will show that, for certain type of varieties, equivalent measures exist. We
will achieve this by doing local analysis on the variety. Tools from harmonic analysis allow us to
achieve global estimates from local ones. Before stating the theorem, let us give a few definitions.
Definition 2.3.1. Let 
 be a complex manifold. A set A  
 is called a (complex) analytic subset
of 
 if for each point a 2 
 there are a neighborhood U 3 a and functions f1;    ; fN holomorphic
in this neighborhood such that
A \ U = fz 2 U : f1(z) =    = fN(z) = 0g:
A point a 2 A is called regular if there is a neighborhood U 3 a in 
 such that A \U is a complex
submanifold of 
. A point a 2 A is called a singular point of A if it is not regular.
The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.2. Suppose M˜ is a complex analytic subset of an open neighborhood of Bn satisfying
the following conditions:
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(1) M˜ intersects @Bn transversally.
(2) M˜ has no singular point on @Bn.
Let M = M˜ \ Bn and let PM = f f 2 L2a(Bn) : f jM = 0g, QM = P?M, then there exists a measure  on
M satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2.1. Consequently, the quotient module QM is essentially
normal.
Note that in this case, condition (1) is equivalent to that M˜ is not tangent to @Bn at every point
of M˜ \ @Bn. Condition (2) implies that M˜ has only finitely many singular points inside Bn [8].
In order to prove Theorem 2.3.2, we need to establish a few lemmas.
Lemma 2.3.3. Let  be the intersection of a d-dimensional affine space and Bn. Then  is a
d-dimensional ball. Let r be the radius of  and v be the volume measure on . Then for any
function f holomorphic on  and any t > 0, z 2 ,
Z
\D(z;r)
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dv(w) = r
 2Ct f (z):
where
Ct =
Z
Dd(0;t)
(1   jwj2)n dd(w):
Here Dd(0; t) means the hyperbolic ball in Bd centered at 0 with radius t and  is the volume
measure on Bd.
Proof. Let z0 be the center of  and let
 :  !  = 1
t
(   z0); z 7! 1t (z   z0):
The affine space  is the intersection of a hyperplane and Bn, therefore can be identified with Bd.
Clearly  is biholomorphic. For z 2 , consider the map
'z
 1 :  !  = 'z():
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By [33, Proposition 2.4.2],  lies in an affine space containing 0. Hence  can also be identified
with Bd. So 'z 1 is an automorphism of Bd and therefore preserves the hyperbolic metric. We get
(D(z; t) \ ) = ' 1z 'z(D(z; t) \ ) = ' 1z (D(0; t) \ )
= ' 1z (Dd(0; t)) = Dd((z); t):
Therefore
Z
\D(z;t)
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dv(w)
=
Z
Dd((z);t)
f 1()
(1   j 1()j2)n d
(1   hz;  1()i)n+1d(
 1())
=
Z
Dd((z);t)
f 1()
(r2   r2jj2)n d
(r2   r2h(z); i)n+1 r
2dd()
= r 2
Z
Dd((z);t)
f 1()
(1   jj2)n d
(1   h(z); i)n+1d()
= r 2Ct f (z):
The last equation comes from the following argument.
In general, if g is holomorphic on Bd, for r > 0 and  2 Bd,
Z
Dd(;t)
g()
(1   jj2)n d
(1   h; i)n+1d()
=
Z
Dd(0;t)
g'(w)
(1   j'(w)j2)n d
(1   h; '(w)i)n+1
(1   jj2)d+1
(1   hw; i)2(d+1)d(w)
=
Z
Dd(0;t)
g'(w)
(1   h;wi)n+1(1   jj2)n d(1   jwj2)n d(1   jj2)d+1
(1   jj2)n+1j1   h;wij2(n d)j1   hw; ij2(d+1) d(w)
=
Z
Dd(0;t)
g'(w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hw; i)n+1d(w)
= Ctg():
This completes the proof. 
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Lemma 2.3.4. For t > 0, we have
lim
r!1 
sup
z2Bd
Z
w2Bd:r<jwj<1
(1   jwj2)t
j1   hz;wijd+1d(w) = 0:
Proof. Let
I(z) =
Z
S
1
j1   hz; ijd+1d():
Where S is the unit sphere in Cd and  is the volume measure on S . By Lemma 2.1.8, there
exists C > 0 such that
I(z)  C(1   jzj2) 1:
Hence
Z
r<jwj<1
(1   jwj2)t
j1   hz;wijd+1d(w) =
Z 1
r
Z
S
(1   s2)t
j1   hz; sijd+1 s
2d 1d()ds
=
Z 1
r
(1   s2)ts2d 1I(sz)ds
 C
Z 1
r
(1   s2)t(1   jszj2) 1ds
 C
Z 1
r
(1   s2)t 1ds ! 0: (r ! 1 )
This completes the proof. 
Suppose M˜ is as in Theorem 2.3.2. We first assume that M˜ is connected. For 0  s < t  1,
define
Mts = fz 2 Mj s  jzj < tg:
Write Ms = M1s ;M
t = Mt0. Since M˜ has no singular point on @Bn, we can cover @Bn \ M˜ with
finitely many open sets fUig, Ui  M˜ such that:
(1) For each i, we can find n   1 of the canonical basis vectors of Cn, denoted ei1 ;    ; ein 1 such
that for any z 2 Ui, the n vectors fz; ei1 ;    ; ein 1g span Cn.
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(2) M˜ has local coordinates on each Ui, i.e., there exists open set 
i  Cd and 'i : 
i ! Ui
which is one to one and holomorphic.
Fix z 2 Ui, apply the Gram-Schmidt process to fz; ei1 ;    ; ein 1g to obtain a new basis f f z1 ;    ; f zn g,
then z has coordinates (z1; 0;    ; 0), where z1 = jzj, under this basis. Let
Gz : 
i ! Ui;  = (1;    ; d) 7! (gz1();    ; gzn())
be the expression of 'i under the new basis. Note that the new basis and expression depend con-
tinuously on z.
Since M˜ intersects @Bn transversally in @Bn, the tangent space of M˜ at a point z 2 @Bn \
M˜ can not be orthogonal to Cz. Therefore the first entry of the vectors f@Gz
@i
gdi=1 can not vanish
simultaneously. By continuity, this is true for z 2 M˜\Bn when z is close enough to @Bn. Therefore
by possibly refining the cover fUig, we can assume that for each Ui, 8z 2 Ui, ( @g
z
1
@1
;    ; @gz1
@d
) is
non-zero at z. Since the matrix [ @g
z
i
@ j
(z)]1in;1 jd has rank d, by possibly refining fUig again we
could get 2  k1;    ; kd 1  n for each Ui, such that the determinant
@(gz1;g
z
k1
; ;gzkd 1 )
@(1; ;d) j' 1i (z) , 0,
8z 2 Ui. Let  be the Lebesgue number of the cover fUig and let Vi = fz 2 Uij d(z; @Ui) > 12g,
then @Bn \ M˜  [Vi. The function
@(gz1;g
z
k1
; ;gzkd 1 )
@(z1; ;zd) (w) is uniformly continuous on f(z;w)jz 2 V¯i;w 2
Uig. Therefore 9 > 0 such that 8z 2 Vi, 8w 2 B(z; ),
@(gz1;g
z
k1
; ;gzkd 1 )
@(1; ;d) ('
 1
i (w)) , 0. By the implicit
function theorem, we have:
Lemma 2.3.5. There exists a finite open cover fVig of @Bn\ M˜ and  > 0 such that for any fixed Vi,
we can pick d   1 numbers out of f2;    ; ng, assume they are f2;    ; dg without loss of generality,
such that 8z 2 V¯i and 8w 2 B(z; ),
w = (w1;    ;wd; Fzd+1(w0);    ; Fzn(w0))
under the basis f f z1 ;    ; f zn g, where w0 = (w1;    ;wd). The functions Fzi (w0) are holomorphic
in w0 and depend continuously on z.
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In the later discussion, whenever we fix a z 2 Vi, we will discuss under the new basis f f zi gni=1 and
the new expression (w0; Fzd+1;    ; Fzn) and we will omit the superscript “z” for convenience. More-
over, we will denote any constant that depends only on M by C as long as it does not cause
confusion. So C may refer to different constant in different places.
By Proposition 1 in [8, Page 31], the assumptions in Theorem 2.3.2 imply that M˜ has only
finitely many singular points in Bn. Let  = fz1;    ; zmg be the set of all singular points of M˜ in-
side Bn. Take 0 < s1 < 1 such that  \ Ms1 = ;. The volume measure vd is well-defined on Ms1 .
In local coordinates, vd corresponds to the volume form E(w)dx1 ^ dy1 ^    ^ dyd, where E(w) is
the square root of the absolute value of the determinant of the matrix representation of the metric
tensor on Ms1 . Note that E(w) is uniformly continuous on z and w. Let
 =
mX
i=1
(1   jzij2)n+1zi ;
where zi is the point mass at zi. For s1 < s < 1, let
ds = (1   jwj2)n ddvdjMs + d:
We will prove that for s sufficiently close to 1, s satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2.2.1,
therefore Theorem 2.3.2 holds.
Fix z 2 Vi (and the basis depending on z), and define the map
pz : M˜ \ B(z; ) ! T M˜jz
(w0; Fd+1(w0);    ; Fn(w0)) 7! (w0;
dX
i=1
@Fd+1
@wi
(z0)(wi   zi);    ;
dX
i=1
@Fn
@wi
(z0)(wi   zi))
Here T M˜jz is the tangent space of M˜ at z. Note that by construction, Fi(z0) = 0; i = d + 1;    ; n.
Clearly, pz is one to one and holomorphic, pz(w)   w ? z and
jpz(w)   wj = O(jw0   z0j2):
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Lemma 2.3.6. Fix r > 0, then there exists 1 > s2 > s1, such that
(1) 8z 2 Ms2 , D(z; r)  B(z; ).
(2) 8z 2 Ms2 , 8w 2 D(z; r), pz(w) 2 Bn.
(3) sup
w2D(z;r)
j 1 jpz(w)j21 jwj2   1j ! 0; jzj ! 1.
(4) sup
w2D(z;r)
(pz(w);w) ! 0, jzj ! 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.3, it is easy to see that (1) holds as long as we take s2 sufficiently close to 1.
To prove (2), we notice first that Lemma 2.1.3 also implies
sup
w2D(z;r)
jw   zj = O((1   jzj2) 12 ):
Therefore
sup
w2D(z;r)
jpz(w)   wj = O(1   jzj2):
Since hz; pz(w)i = hz;wi , 0, 'z(pz(w)) is well defined. It is easy to verify that
'z() 2 Bn if and only if  2 Bn:
So we only need to make sure that 'z(pz(w)) 2 Bn. Since
j'z(pz(w))   'z(w)j = (1   jzj
2)
1
2
j1   hw; zijO(1   jzj
2) = O((1   jzj2) 12 )
and
j'z(w)j  sr;
when we take s2 sufficiently close to 1, we have j'z(pz(w))j < 1. Therefore (2) is proved.
We prove (4) first. Take s2 so close to 1 that 8z 2 Ms2 , 8w 2 D(z; r), 'z(pz(w)) 2 D(0; 2r).
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On D(0; 2r), the hyperbolic distance and Euclidean distance are equivalent. Hence
(pz(w);w) = ('z(pz(w)); 'z(w))  Cj'z(pz(w))   'z(w)j ! 0;
as jzj ! 1.
Finally, since pz(w) = 'w'w(pz(w)) and j'w(pz(w))j ! 0, apply Lemma 2.1.1 (2), we have
1   jpz(w)j2
1   jwj2 =
1   j'w((pz(w)))j2
j1   h'w(pz(w));wij2 :
Notice that j'w(pz(w))j = (w; pz(w)) tends to 0 uniformly. We have (3). This completes the
proof. 
Lemma 2.3.7. For 1 > s > s1, the measure
ds = (1   jwj2)n ddvdjMs +
mX
i=1
(1   jzij2)n+1zi
is a Carleson measure.
Proof. Fix r > 0, by Lemma 2.1.5, we only need to prove that
Z
D(z;r)\Ms
(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)  C(1   jzj2)n+1
for some constant C > 0. Since
1   jwj2
1   jzj2 =
1   j'z(w)j2
j1   h'z(w); zij2  C;
it suffices to show
vd(D(z; r))  C(1   jzj2)d+1:
Now
vd(D(z; r)) =
Z
fw0:w2D(z;r)g
E(w0)dv(w0)  C
Z
fw0:w2D(z;r)g
dv(w0):
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By definition, j'z0(w0)j  j'z(w)j, so
fw0 : w 2 D(z; r)g  Dd(z0; r):
Therefore
vd(D(z; r))  C(1   jzj2)d+1:
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.3.8. There exists a constant C > 0 such that
T 3 > CT:
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that T has closed range and is positive. 
Lemma 2.3.9. For any  > 0, there exists 1 > s3 > s1 and r > 0 such that,
(1)
sup
z2Ms3
Z
Ms3
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w) < 1:
(2) 8z 2 Ms3 , Z
Ms3nD(z;r)
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w) < :
Proof. We prove (1) and (2) together. For z 2 V¯i \ Ms1 and r > 0,
Z
Ms3
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)

Z
B(z;)\Ms3
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)
+
Z
Ms3nB(z;)
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w):
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For the second part, the integrand is smaller than C 2(n+1)(1   s23)n d because
j1   hz;wij  (1   Rehz;wi)  1
2
(jzj2 + jwj2   2Rehz;wi) = 1
2
jz   wj2:
So when s3 is close to 1, the second part will be smaller than 12.
For the first part,
Z
B(z;)\Ms3
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)
=
Z
fw0:w2B(z;)\Ms3 g
(1   jz0j2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz0;w0ijn+1 E(w
0)dv(w0)
 C
Z
Bd
(1   jz0j2) n d2 (1   jw0j2) n d2
j1   hz0;w0ijn+1 dv(w
0)
= C
Z
Bd
(1   jz0j2) n d2 (1   j'z0(0)j2) n d2
j1   hz0; 'z0(0)ijn+1
(1   jz0j2)d+1
j1   hz0; 0ij2(d+1)dv(
0)
= C
Z
Bd
(1   j0j2) n d2
j1   hz0; 0ijd+1dv(
0):
Where the second equality from the bottom is by change of variable w0 = 'z0(0). By the proof of
Lemma 2.3.4, the integral above is uniformly bounded, which proves (1).
The above argument also gives
Z
Ms3\B(z;)nD(z;r)
(1   jzj2) n d2 (1   jwj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)

Z
f'z0 (w0):w2B(z;)\Ms3nD(z;r)g
(1   j0j2) n d2
j1   hz0; 0ijd+1dv(
0):
Claim: There exists c > 0 such that for any r > 0,
f'z0(w0) : w 2 B(z; ) \ Ms3nD(z; r)g \ csrBd = ;:
Assume the claim, then (2) follows from Lemma 2.3.4.
Now we prove the claim. For z 2 Ms1 , w 2 B(z; ), let  = 'z(w), 0 be the first d entries of .
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Then 0 = 'z0(w0).
jj2   j0j2 = 1   jzj
2
j1   hw; zij2
nX
i=d+1
j f zi (w0)j2
 C 1   jz
0j2
j1   hw0; z0ij2 jw
0   z0j2
 C
 1
j1   hw0; z0ij2 jz1   w1j
2 +
dX
i=2
1   jz0j2
j1   hw0; z0ij2 jwij
2

= Cj0j2:
The last inequality above follows from the facts that 1   jz0j2 < 1 and that z2 =    = zd = 0.
Thus
jj2  (C + 1)j0j2:
If w < D(z; r), then jj = j'z(w)j  sr. Therefore j0j  1pC+1 sr. Take c = 1pC+1 and the proof is
complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. First, we prove the theorem under the assumption that M is connected.
In this case the dimension of M at every regular point is the same. Let 0 < d < n be the dimension.
Let  > 0 be determined later. Let r > 0 and s3, s2 be as in Lemma 2.3.9 and Lemma 2.3.6.
Let s = maxfs2; s3g and 1 > s0 > s be such that 8z 2 Ms0 , D(z; 2r) \ M  Ms. We may enlarge s
(and the associated s0) in the proof and still denote it by s (s0).
We will prove that T 3s  cTs for some c > 0. Since Ts is self-adjoint and ker Ts = PM, Ts is
bounded below on QM. This will give us the desired result, by Theorem 2.2.1.
Denote P(s) to be the closure of the restriction of all analytic polynomials to M in L2(s) .
Clearly Range(R)  P(s). Suppose s0 < t < 1, for every z 2 Mts0 , there is an open neighborhood
U 3 z contained in Ms and not touching @Bn such that M has local coordinates on U. It is easy to
prove that for a compact set V  U, there is a constant C > 0 such that 8p 2 C[z1;    ; zn], 8z 2 V ,
jp(z)j2  C
Z
U
jp(w)j2dvd(w)  C0
Z
M
jp(w)j2ds(w):
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Clearly the same is true for z = zi; i = 1;    ;m. Suppose K  M is compact, then K is contained
in Mt for some t < 1. Assume t > s0, we can cover Mts0 with finite compact neighborhoods Vi as
above. So there is a constant C > 0 such that for any analytic polynomial p, 8z 2 Mts0 [ ,
jp(z)j2  C
Z
M
jp(w)j2ds(w):
For z 2 Ms0n, using the maximum modulus principle, we have
jp(z)j2  sup
w2Mts0[
jp(w)j2  C
Z
M
jp(w)j2ds(w):
This means the evaluation at every point in M is bounded on P(s). Therefore we can think of
f 2 P(s) as a pointwise defined function on M (instead of an equivalence class in L2(s)). Also,
it is easy to prove that under this definition, 8 f 2 L2a;8z 2 M;R f (z) = f (z).
In conclusion, the space P(s) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space on M, and the reproducing
kernels on any compact subset are uniformly bounded.
Consider the operator
T : P(s) ! L2(s); T f = fMs0s :
The operator T is compact: suppose f fkg  P(s) and fk weakly converges to 0, then fk converges
to 0 pointwise and are uniformly bounded on Ms
0
s . By the above argument and the dominated
convergence theorem,
kT fkk2 =
Z
Ms0s
j f (w)j2ds(w) ! 0:
So T is compact, therefore jT j is compact. Also kT f k = kjT j f k, 8 f 2 P(s). Using the spec-
tral decomposition of jT j, we see that for any 0 < a < 1, there exists a finite codimensional
subspace L  P(s), such that 8 f 2 L,
Z
Ms0s
j f j2ds  (1   a)
Z
M
j f j2ds;
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so Z
M
j f j2ds0  a
Z
M
j f j2ds:
We will use this in the last part of our proof.
Define the operator
T˜s : P(s) ! P(s)
T˜s f (z) =
Z
M
f (w)
1
(1   hz;wi)n+1ds(w); 8z 2 M:
By definition, 8F 2 L2a, T˜sRF = RTsF. Since
kRTsFk2s = hT 3sF; Fi  kTsk2hTsF; Fi = kTsk2kRFk2s ;
T˜s is bounded on P(s). We will show that T˜s is bounded below.
For z 2 Ms0 , f = RF 2 P(s), F 2 L2a,
T˜s f (z) =
Z

f (w)Kw(z)ds(w) +
Z
Ms
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dvd(w):
Consider the map pz : D(z; 2r) \ M ! TMjz defined before Lemma 2.3.6; by (4) of Lemma 2.3.6,
by enlarging s, we could assume (pz(w);w) < 12r, 8w 2 D(z; 2r). Therefore
pz(D(z; 2r) \ M)  D(z; 32r) \ TMjz
and
p 1z (D(z;
3
2
r) \ TMjz)  D(z; r) \ M:
Define
I(z) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
R

f (w)Kw(z)ds(w) z 2 R
p 1z (D(z; 32 r)\TMjz)
f (w) (1 jwj
2)n d
(1 hz;wi)n+1dvd(w) z 2 Ms0
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and
II(z) = T˜s f (z)   I(z);
then I(z) + II(z) = T˜s f (z), 8z 2 Ms0 [ .
For I(z), Z
M
jI(z)j2ds0 = hT 3F; Fi +
Z
Ms0
jI(z)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z):
By Lemma 2.3.8, the first part is greater than chTF; Fi = c
R
M
j f (w)j2d.
If z 2 Ms0 ,
I(z) =
Z
p 1z (D(z; 32 r)\TMjz)
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dvd(w)
=
Z
D(z; 32 r)\TMjz
f p 1z ()
(1   jp 1z ()j2)n d
(1   hz; i)n+1
E(w0)
E(z0)
dv()
=
Z
D(z; 32 r)\TMjz
f p 1z ()
(1   jj2)n d
(1   hz; i)n+1g()dv()
where
g() =
(1   jp 1z ()j2)n d
(1   jj2)n d
E(w0)
E(z0)
:
By Lemma 2.3.6 (3) and the absolute continuity of E, we could enlarge s (so that the Euclidean
size of D(z; 2r) is small enough) so that g() is sufficiently close to 1 and
jg()   1j  g():
By Lemma 2.3.3, Z
D(z; 32 r)\TMjz
f p 1z ()
(1   jj2)n d
(1   hz; i)n+1dv() = Cz f (z);
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where Cz  C 3
2 r
. Furthermore,
j
Z
D(z; 32 r)\TMjz
f p 1z ()
(1   jj2)n d
(1   hz; i)n+1 (g()   1)dv()j
 
Z
D(z; 32 r)\TMjz
j f p 1z ()j
(1   jj2)n d
j1   hz; ijn+1g()dv()
 
Z
Ms
j f (w)j (1   jwj
2)n d
j1   hz;wijn+1dvd(w):
So
Z
Ms0
jI(z)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z)
 1
2
C23
2 r
Z
Ms0
j f (z)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z)
 2
Z
Ms0
 Z
Ms
j f (w)j (1   jwj
2)n d
j1   hz;wijn+1dvd(w)
2
(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z):
Using Holder’s inequality and Lemma 2.3.9 (1), the second part is smaller than
2
Z
Ms0
 Z
Ms
(1   jwj2) n d2 (1   jzj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)


 Z
Ms
j f (w)j2 (1   jwj
2)
3(n d)
2 (1   jzj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)

dvd(z)
 C2
Z
Ms
Z
Ms0
(1   jwj2) n d2 (1   jzj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(z)
j f (w)j2(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)
 C22
Z
Ms
j f (w)j2(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)
 C22
Z
M
j f j2ds:
The above estimation is inspired from [26]. We will use the same kind of argument in the estima-
tion of II(z). Combining the above, we have
Z
M
jI(z)j2ds0  C1
Z
M
j f j2ds0  C22
Z
M
j f j2ds:
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Next we estimate II(z).
Z
M
jII(z)j2ds0(z)
=
mX
i=1
 Z
Ms
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hzi;wi)n+1dvd(w)
2(1   jzij2)n+1 + Z
Ms0
TF(z) +Z
Msnp 1z (D(z; 32 r)\TMjz)
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dvd(w)
2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z)
 A + 2B + 2C:
Here
A =
mX
i=1
 Z
Ms
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hzi;wi)n+1dvd(w)
2(1   jzij2)n+1;
B =
Z
Ms0
jT f (z)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z);
and
C =
Z
Ms0
 Z
Msnp 1z (D(z; 32 r)\TMjz)
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dvd(w)
2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z):
Let a = d(;Ms), we have
A  (1=2a2) 2(n+1)
mX
i=1
(1   jzij2)n+1
 Z
Ms
j f (w)j(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)
2
 C
 Z
Ms
j f (w)j2(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)
 Z
Ms
(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)

 C(1   s2)n d
Z
M
j f (w)j2ds(w)
where the first inequality holds because
j1   hzi;wij  1   Rehzi;wi  1=2(jzij2 + jwj2   Rehzi;wi) = 1=2jzi   wj2
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and the second inequality is by Holder’s inequality. By taking s closer to 1, we could make
A  2
Z
M
j f (w)j2ds(w):
Similar argument will give us
B  2
Z
M
j f (w)j2ds(w):
Now we estimate C.
C 
Z
Ms0
 Z
MsnD(z;r)
f (w)
(1   jwj2)n d
(1   hz;wi)n+1dvd(w)
2(1   jzj2)n ddvd(z)

Z
Ms0
 Z
MsnD(z;r)
(1   jwj2) n d2 (1   jzj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)


 Z
MsnD(z;r)
j f (w)j2 (1   jwj
2)
3(n d)
2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(w)

(1   jzj2) n d2 dvd(z)
 
Z
Ms
 Z
Ms0nD(w;r)
(1   jwj2) n d2 (1   jzj2) n d2
j1   hz;wijn+1 dvd(z)

j f (w)j2(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w)
 2
Z
Ms
j f (w)j2(1   jwj2)n ddvd(w):
Combining the three inequalities, we get
Z
M
jII(z)j2ds0(z)  52
Z
M
j f j2ds:
Finally, we have
Z
M
jT˜s f (z)j2ds(z) 
Z
M
jT˜s f (z)j2ds0(z)
 1
2
Z
M
jI(z)j2ds0(z)  
Z
M
jII(z)j2ds0(z)
 C
Z
M
j f j2ds0  C02
Z
M
j f j2ds:
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This holds for all f 2 P(s). From the argument in the beginning, we can find a finite codimen-
sional space L  P(s) such that 8 f 2 L,
Z
M
j f j2ds0 > 12
Z
M
j f j2ds:
Therefore 8 f 2 L, Z
M
jT˜s f (z)j2ds(z)  (
1
2
C  C02)
Z
M
j f j2ds:
Take  > 0 such that  = 12C  C02 > 0, then
kT˜s f k2s  k f k2s ; 8 f 2 L:
Next we show that ker T˜s = f0g. Consider the commuting diagram
QM Ts //
R

QM
R

P(s) T˜s // P(s)
Since T˜s is positive, it suffices to show that Range(T˜s) is dense in P(s). We already know that
Range(Ts) is dense in QM (since ker Ts = f0g). Therefore RTs(QM) is dense in R(QM), which is
dense in P(s). So Range(T˜s)  RTs(QM) is dense in P(s). Hence ker T˜s = f0g.
Now suppose T˜s is not bounded below, then there exists a pairwise orthogonal sequence f fng 
P(s), k fnks = 1 such that kT˜s( fn)ks ! 0, n ! 1. Since L is finite codimensional,
k fn   L fnks ! 0; n ! 1:
But
kT˜sL fnks  kT˜s fnks + kT˜s( fn   L fn)ks ! 0; n ! 1;
a contradiction. So T˜s is bounded below.
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Suppose
kT˜s f k2s  ck f k2s ; 8 f 2 P(s);
then 8F 2 L2a,
hT 3sF; Fi = kT˜sRFk2s  ckRFk2s = chTsF; Fi:
This means T 3s  cTs , which implies that Ts is bounded below on QM. Therefore k  ks and k  k
are equivalent on QM. This completes the proof when M˜ is connected.
If M˜ is not connected, then by the theorem in [8, Page 52], after restricting it to a smaller
neighborhood of Bn, we can divide M˜ into finitely many connected components, each two having
positive Euclidean distance (although they may have different dimensions). We can divide II(z)
into more parts, the rest of the proof remains unchanged. 
2.4 Unions of Varieties
The purpose of this section is to construct more examples of essentially normal submodules
based on Theorem 2.3.2. Given two analytic subsets, their union is another analytic subset. It is
natural to ask that, given two analytic subsets having equivalent measures, when does their union
have an equivalent measure? A byproduct of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 is that the projection
operator to the quotient module is in the Toeplitz algebra. We are going to take advantage of this
fact and combine it with the theory of localization of Toeplitz operators developed by Suárez [35]
[36].
2.4.1 Suárez’s Method
Let A be the algebra of bounded functions on Bn which are uniformly continuous in the hy-
perbolic metric, equipped with the supremum norm. It is easy to see that A is a commutative C
algebra. Let MA be its maximal ideal space, then the unit ball Bn is naturally contained in MA as
evaluations. The algebra A can be used to study the properties of the Toeplitz operators (cf. [35]
[36]).
Definition 2.4.1. A sequence fzmg  Bn is said to be separated if there exists  > 0 such that
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(zk; zl)   for k , l.
If x; y 2 MA, define
(x; y) = sup (S;T );
where S, T run over all separated sequences in Bn so that x 2 SA and y 2 T A . Here
(S;T ) = inff(z;w) : z 2 S;w 2 T g
and SA denotes the closure in MA. Define
(x; y) =
1
2
log
1 + (x; y)
1   (x; y) :
For x 2 MA and any net fzg that converges to it, there is a map 'x : Bn ! MA such that
a  'x 2 A and a  'z ! a  'x uniformly on compact sets of Bn, for all a 2 A (cf. [35]).
The following lemma was proved in [35], Section 3.2 for the unit disc and the same proof
works for the Bn case verbatimly.
Lemma 2.4.2. Let x; y 2 MAnBn, then
(1) (x; y) = a < 1 if and only if y = 'x(w) for some w with jwj = a.
(2) y = 'x() with  2 Bn if and only if every separated sequences S, T such that x 2 SA and
y 2 T A satisfy (T ; f'zn() : zn 2 Sg) = 0.
(3) ('x(1); 'x(2)) = (1; 2) for every 1, 2 2 Bn.
(4)  is a [0;+1]-valued metric on MA.
Definition 2.4.3. For z 2 Bn, define Uz : L2a(Bn) ! L2a(Bn) to be
Uz( f ) = f  'z  kz:
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Here kz is the normalized reproducing kernel.
kz(w) =
Kz(w)
kKzk =
(1   jzj2)(n+1)=2
(1   hw; zi)n+1 :
Then Uz is an unitary operator on L2a(Bn) with U

z = Uz.
The following lemmas can be found in Section 8 and 10 of [36].
Lemma 2.4.4. If S 2 T (L1), then the map 	S : Bn ! (B(L2a(Bn)); SOT ), z 7! S z := UzSUz
extends continuously to MA. We write S x for the operator 	S (x).
Here SOT denotes the strong operator topology on B(L2a(Bn)).
Lemma 2.4.5. x 2 MA, S ;T 2 T (L1), then
(ST )x = S xTx; (S x) = (S )x; kS xk  kS k:
From the lemma, we see that for any normal Toeplitz operator S and any f 2 C((S )), f (S )x =
f (S x). The localized operators S x completely determine the essential norm of S 2 T (L1). In [36],
Suárez proved the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.6. S 2 T (L1), then
kS ke = sup
x2MAnBn
kS xk:
2.4.2 Angles of Subspaces
Suppose H is a Hilbert space and H1, H2 are subspaces of H. When is H1 + H2 closed? Write
H3 = H1\H2, then H1+H2 = (H1	H3+H2	H3)H3. Therefore H1+H2 is closed if and only if
H1 	H3 +H2 	H3 is closed. In the case when H1 \H2 = f0g, by open mapping Theorem we know
that H1 + H2 is closed if and only if the norm on H1 + H2 is equivalent to the norm on H1  H2.
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Definition 2.4.7. Suppose H1, H2 are subspaces of a Hilbert space H. And write H3 = H1 \ H2.
We define the angle of H1 and H2 to be
arccos sup
 jhu; vij
kukkvk : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3

:
This definition appeared in [23, Part II, 1.1], where the author used it to study pairs of sub-
spaces. In [23], it is called the “smallest angle”, we abbreviate it into “angle” for convenience.
In [22], the author studied closedness of sums of subspaces. The following lemma is elemen-
tary. Part of it comes from [22, Proposition 2.1]. We provide a proof for completeness.
Lemma 2.4.8. The following quantities are comparable with each other and with the angle of H1
and H2, i.e., (1)  (2)  (3)  angle of H1 and H2. Here A  B means that there exists C > c > 0
such that cA  B  CA.
(1) inff ku vk2kuk2+kvk2 : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3g,
(2) 1   kH2H1   H3k,
(3) 1   kH1H2H1   H3k.
Proof. For the relation between the angle and (1), take v by  v in the previous equality. We get
ku   vk2
kuk2 + kvk2 = 1  
2Rehu; vi
kuk2 + kvk2 :
Therefore
inff ku   vk
2
kuk2 + kvk2 : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3g
= 1   supf 2Rehu; vikuk2 + kvk2 : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3g
= 1   supf 2jhu; vijkuk2 + kvk2 : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3g
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Since
jhu; vij
kuk2 + kvk2 
jhu; vij
2kukkvk =
jhau; a 1vij
kauk2 + ka 1vk2 ;
where a =
q
kvk
kuk , we have
inff ku   vk
2
kuk2 + kvk2 : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3g
= 1   supf jhu; vijkukkvk : u 2 H1 	 H3; v 2 H2 	 H3g:
Also, since (H2H1 H3)(H2H1 H3) = H1H2H1 H3, the quantities (2) and (3) are comparable.
Now we show that (1) and (2) are comparable. Fix u 2 H1 	 H3, for any v 2 H2 	 H3,
ku   vk2
kuk2 + kvk2 
ku   vk2
2kuk2 + ku   vk2
 ku   H2uk
2
2kuk2 + ku   H2uk2 
ku   H2uk2
3kuk2 + 3kH2uk2 :
Also,
ku   H2uk2
kuk2 + kH2uk2 
ku   H2uk2
kuk2 :
The first inequality shows that the infimum in (1) is obtained (modulo a constant) by taking v =
H2u. The second inequality shows that (1) and (2) are comparable. This completes the proof. 
From our discussion before Definition 2.4.7 and Lemma 2.4.8(1), the following corollary is
immediate.
Corollary 2.4.9. H1 + H2 is closed if and only if their angle is non-zero.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.4.8, when the projection operators to subspaces H1, H2 and
H3 all change continuously, the quantities in (3) change continuously, therefore the angles have a
uniform positive lower bound on any compact set of parameters. This fact will be used in the proof
of our main theorem.
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2.4.3 Unions via Localization
We begin this section with an example.
Example 2.4.10. Suppose M˜1 and M˜2 are two linear subspaces of Cn. M˜3 = M˜1 \ M˜2. Let
Mi = M˜i \ Bn and Qi := QMi = spanfKj 2 Mig  L2a, i = 1; 2; 3. We are going to study the angle
between Q1 and Q2.
Proposition 2.4.11. Under the setting of Example 2.4.10, we have
kQ2Q1Q2   Q3k < 1:
The norm depends on the angle between M˜1 and M˜2. More precisely, For any  > 0 there exists
an 0 < a < 1 such that whenever the angle between M˜1 and M˜2 is greater than , we have
kQ2Q1Q2   Q3k < a. As a consequence, Q1 + Q2 is closed and Q1 \ Q2 = Q3.
Proof. As usual we use Qi to denote the projection operator onto Qi. For simplicity the notation
Mi denotes both the spaces and the projection operators.
Let  > 0 be determined later. Choose k 2 N (depending on  and ) so that 8v 2 M2 	 M3,
j(M2M1)kvj  jvj:
Clearly the operator Q2Q1Q2   Q3 vanishes on Q?2 and Q3. For any f 2 Q2 	 Q3 with k f k = 1,
since
(Q2Q1Q2   Q3)k f = (Q2Q1)k f ;
it suffices to prove that
k(Q2Q1)k f k  a
for some fixed integer k and fixed constant a < 1. Let d = dimM2, by Example 3.3 in [16], the
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measure  = c(1   jzj2)n ddvM2 with a suitable normalizing constant c has the property that
kQ2gk2 =
Z
M2
jgj2d; 8g 2 L2a:
Here vM2 is the volume measure on M2.
It is easy to see that Qi f (z) = f (Mi(z)); i = 1; 2; 3. Here we use Mi to denote the projection
operators to M˜i. Now for any z 2 M2,
(Q2Q1)k f (z) = Q1(Q2Q1)k 1 f (z)
= (Q2Q1)k 1 f (M1z)
= (Q2Q1)k 1 f (M2M1z)
=   
= f ((M2M1)kz):
(M2M1)kz = (M2M1)kM3z + (M2M1)k(1   M3)z
= M3z + (M2M1)k(1   M3)z:
By the choice of k,
j(M2M1)k(1   M3)zj2  2j(1   M3)zj2  2(1   jM3zj2):
Therefore the pseudo-hyperbolic metric
((M2M1)kz;M3z)  r ;
where r ! 0 when  ! 0.
Before continuing, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.4.12. There exists a constant C > 0, such that for any g 2 Hol(Bd) and any z;w 2 Bd
satisfying (z;w) < 1=2,
jg(z)   g(w)j2  C (z;w)
2
(1   jwj2)d+1
Z
D(w)
jg()j2dv();
where D(w) = fzj(z;w) < 1g.
Proof. Using a reproducing kernel argument, it is easy to show that for g 2 Hol(Bd) and jj 2
D(0; 1=2),
jg()   g(0)j2  Cjj2
Z
D(0)
jg()j2dv():
So if (z;w) < 1=2,
jg(z)   g(w)j2 = jg'w('w(z))   g'w(0)j2
 Cj'w(z)j2
Z
D(0)
jg'w()j2dv()
= C(z;w)2
Z
D(w)
jg()j2 (1   jwj
2)d+1
j1   h;wij2(d+1)dv()
 C (z;w)
2
(1   jwj2)d+1
Z
D(w)
jg()j2dv()
This completes the proof of lemma. 
From the lemma and previous argument,
j f ((M2M1)kz)j
= j f ((M2M1)kz)   f (M3z)j
 Cr 1(1   jM3zj2)d+1
Z
D(M3z)
j f ()j2dvM2():
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Therefore
k(Q2Q1)k f k2 =
Z
M2
j(Q2Q1)k f (z)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z)
=
Z
M2
j f ((M2M1)kz)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z)
 Cr2
Z
M2
1
(1   jM3zj2)d+1
Z
D(M3z)
j f ()j2dvM2()(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z)
= Cr2
Z
M2
j f ()j2
Z
fz2M2:M3z2D()g
(1   jzj2)n d
(1   jM3zj2)d+1dvM2(z)dvM2():
Since the second integral is for M3z 2 D(), the term 1   jM3zj2 in the denominator is comparable
to 1   jj2. Therefore
Z
fz2M2:M3z2D()g
(1   jzj2)n d
(1   jM3zj2)d+1dvM2(z)
 C(1   jj2) d 1
Z
fz2M2:M3z2D()g
(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z):
We claim that Z
fz2M2:M3z2D()g
(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z)  C(1   jj2)n+1:
For z 2 M2, write temporarily z = (z0; z00) where z0 corresponds to the coordinates in M3.
Z
fz2M2:M3z2D()g
(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z)
= C
Z
z02D()
(1   jz0j2)n d+d d3
Z
2Bd d3
(1   jj2)n ddv()dv(z0)
 C(1   jj2)n d3(1   jj2)d3+1
= C(1   jj2)n+1:
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This proves the claim. Hence
k(Q2Q1)k f k2 =
Z
M2
j(Q2Q1)k f (z)j2(1   jzj2)n ddvM2(z)
 Cr2
Z
M2
j f ()j2
Z
fz2M2:M3z2D()g
(1   jzj2)n d
(1   jM3zj2)d+1dvM2(z)dvM2()
 Cr2
Z
M2
j f ()j2(1   jj2)n d
 Cr2 k f k2:
Therefore
k(Q2Q1)k f k2  Cr2 k f k2:
Take  > 0 such that Cr2 < 1, let a = Cr
2
 and k as in the previous construction, then by the
argument in the beginning of our proof, we have
kQ2Q1Q2   Q3k < 1:
Therefore by Lemma 2.4.8 and Corollary 2.4.9 we know that Q1 + Q2 is closed. The last assertion
follows immediately from the proof. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.4.13. From Lemma 2.4.12, it is easy to see that
kkz   kwk  C(z;w)
when (z;w) is small. This tells us that the inverse of Example 2.4.10 is also true: if the angle
between M1 and M2 is small, then so is the angle between Q1 and Q2. Take z1 2 M1, z2 2 M2 such
that zi ? M3, then Q3kzi = 0; i = 1; 2 and kkz1   kz2k  C(z1; z2). When the angle of M1 and M2 is
small we can take such zi so that (z1; z2) is small. Therefore by Lemma 2.4.8, the angle between
Q1 and Q2 is small.
Example 2.4.14. Suppose M˜1 and M˜2 are two affine spaces, ; , M˜1 \ M˜2 \ Bn  @Bn. Let
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Mi = M˜i \ Bn, Qi = spanfK :  2 Mig. Then Q1 \ Q2 = f0g and Q1 + Q2 is not closed.
Proof. Since Q1 \Q2 is the orthogonal space of a polynomial ideal with generators of degree one,
and has no zero points inside Bn and only one on @Bn, we have Q1 \ Q2 = f0g.
For z 2 Bn, recall that in Lemma 2.4.4 we defined a representation of T (L1) using the unitary
operatorUz. It is easy to prove that Qiz := (Qi)z is the projection to the space spanfK :  2 'z(Mi)g.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that M˜1 is a linear subspace.
We claim that (M1;M2) = 0. To prove this, take z 2 M1\M2\@Bn, then rz 2 M1, 80 < r < 1.
Change coordinates so that z = (z1; 0; : : : ; 0). Since M2 is an affine space that intersects Bn, after
possibly changing the order of basis, M2 has expression
w = (w0; L(w0)) + (z1; 0; : : : ; 0);w 2 M2;
where L is a linear function of w0 = (w1; : : : ;wd), d = dimM2. Take wr = ((r 1)z0; L((r 1)z0))+z,
then
'rz(wr) = ('rz0(rz0);
(1   r2)1=2
1   r2  (r   1)L(z
0)) = (0;O((1   r2)1=2)):
Therefore (rz;wr) ! 0; r ! 1. This proves the claim. Now the statement in Example 2.4.14
can be proved using Lemma 2.4.8. In fact, since krz 2 Q1 and kwr 2 Q2, by Remark 2.4.13,
kkrz   kwrk  C(rz;wr) ! 0. Now we can apply Lemma 2.4.8(1) to see that the angle between Q1
and Q2 is zero. This implies that Q1 + Q2 is not closed. This completes the proof. 
Next we discuss the more general case: suppose M1 and M2 are two varieties and M3 = M1 \
M2. Let Qi = spanfK :  2 Mig, 1 = 1; 2; 3. When do we know that Q1 + Q2 is closed? This
question is important because when it holds, the essential normality of Q = Q1 + Q2 follows from
the essential normality of each Q1 and Q2 (cf. [27, Lemma 3.3, Proposition 3.4]). In fact, such a
result gives us the following exact sequence of Hilbert modules.
0! Q1 \ Q2 ! Q1  Q2 ! Q1 + Q2 ! 0:
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Here we define the first map to be the embedding on each direct summand and second map to
be the difference of two entries. In general, given such a short exact sequence and given that the
sum on the right side is closed, then the essential normality of the two modules imply the essential
normality of both their sum and their intersection (cf. [15]).
The main purpose of this paper is to establish a sufficient condition for the above result to hold.
As preparation for our main result, we establish a few lemmas.
Lemma 2.4.15. Suppose x, y 2 MAnBn and (x; y) < 1, then there exists a unitary operator U such
that for any S 2 T (L1),
S y = US xU:
Proof. Suppose z ! x, fzg  Bn. Since (x; y) < 1, by Lemma 2.4.2, 9 2 Bn such that
w := 'z() ! y.
Uw f (z) = f  'w(z)
(1   jwj2)(n+1)=2
(1   hz;wi)n+1
= f  U  '  'z(z)a
(1   jzj2)(n+1)=2
(1   hz; zi)n+1
(1   jj2)(n+1)=2
(1   h'z(z); i)n+1
= aUzU( f  U)(z):
Here
a =
(1   hz; i)n+1
j1   hz; ijn+1
is a number of absolute value 1 and U is a unitary operator on Cn such that 'w = U  '  'z
(see the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [36] for existence of such U). Now we can take a subnet such that
U ! U0. Here U0 is a unitary operator on Cn.
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Therefore, for f ; g 2 C[z1; : : : ; zn],
hS w f ; gi = hSUw f ;Uwgi
= hSUzU( f  U);UzU(g  U)i
= hS zU( f  U);U(g  U)i
= hS zU( f  U   f  U0);U(g  U))i
+hS zU( f  U0);U(g  U   g  U0)i
+hS zU( f  U0);U(g  U0)i:
Note that f  U tends to f  U0 in norm, and that kS k  kS k, by standard argument, the first two
terms converge to 0. Define U f = U( f  U0). Taking limit, we see that for any polynomial f ; g,
hS y f ; gi = hS xU f ;Ugi:
Therefore S y = US xU. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.4.8 and 2.4.9 turn the problem of obtaining closedness of the sum of two spaces into
norm estimates. Here is a refined version.
Lemma 2.4.16. Suppose Q1, Q2, Q3 are closed linear subspaces of L2a(Bn), Q3  Q1 \ Q2, the
projection operators Qi 2 T (L1). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) Q1 + Q2 is closed and Q1 \ Q2=Q3 is finite dimensional.
(2) kQ2Q1Q2   Q3ke < 1.
(3) 90 < a < 1 such that 8x 2 MAnBn,
kQ2xQ1xQ2x   Q3xk < a:
Proof. Assume (1), sinceQ1\Q2=Q3 is finite dimensional, the projection operators toQ4 := Q1\Q2
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andQ3 differ by a finite rank operator. Thus the essential norm in (2) equals kQ2Q1Q2 Q4ke. Since
Q1 + Q2 is closed, they have positive angle. By Lemma 2.4.8, kQ2Q1Q2   Q4k < 1. Therefore
kQ2Q1Q2   Q3ke = kQ2Q1Q2   Q4ke  kQ2Q1Q2   Q4k < 1:
Thus (1) implies (2). Now assume (2), then it is easy to see that the point 1 is either outside
(Q2Q1Q2 Q3) or an isolated point in(Q2Q1Q2 Q3) of finite multiplicity. Since the eigenvector
space of Q2Q1Q2 Q3 at 1 is exactly the space Q4	Q3, we know that Q4	Q3 is finite dimensional
and kQ2Q1Q2   Q4k < 1. By Lemma 2.4.8, this is exactly statement (1). Therefore (1) and (2) are
equivalent.
The equivalence of (3) and (2) is by Lemma 2.4.6 and Lemma 2.4.5. This completes the
proof. 
Let us take a closer look at the localized projection operators.
Lemma 2.4.17. Suppose M˜ is an analytic subset of an open neighborhood of Bn. M˜ is smooth on
@Bn and transversal with @Bn. Let M = M˜ \ Bn and
Q = spanfKj 2 Mg:
Then for x 2 MAnBn,
If (x;MA) = 1, then Qx = 0;
If x 2 MA , then Qx is the projection operator onto spanfKj 2 Mxg, where Mx = M˜x \ Bn and
M˜x = fv 2 T M˜jxˆ : v ? xˆg + Cxˆ:
Here xˆ 2 @Bn is obtained by evaluating x at each index function zi;
If (x;MA) < 1, then 9y 2 MA such that Qx is unitary equivalent to Qy.
Here MA denotes the closure of M in MA.
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Proof. By the proof in [16], there exists an “equivalent measure”  on M such that 0 is isolated
in (T) and Q = Range(T). In other words, if we take a continuous function f on R such that
f (0) = 0 and f takes value 1 on (Tnf0g), then the projection operator Q = f (T). Therefore
Qx = f ((T)x). Suppose z ! x, z 2 Bn. The operators (T)z tend to (T)x in the strong operator
topology. Since
(T)z = Tz ;
where the positive measure z is defined by
Z
gdz =
Z
g  'z jkz j2d:
From the definition,
kzk =
Z
dz =
Z
jkz j2d  Ckkzk = C
since  is a Carleson measure. Therefore
kzk  C:
The net fzg has a subnet that converges to some measure x in the weak topology. Hence
h(T)xg; hi =
Z
gh¯dx; 8g; h 2 C[z1; : : : ; zn]:
So x is a Carleson measure and (T)x = Tx .
From our construction, we see that Qx is the projection operator ontoRange(Tx) = spanfKj 2
suppxg.
Next we discuss about suppx. We claim that
suppx = Mx := fw 2 Bnj('z(w);M) ! 0g
= fw 2 Bnj(w; 'z(M))! 0g:
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For any w 2 Bn and 0 < r < 1,
z(D(w; r)) =
Z
D(w;r)dz
=
Z
D('z (w);r)jkz j2d
 (D('z(w); r))
j1   hw; zij2(n+1)
(1   jzj2)n+1 ;
where the approximate equality holds because for  2 D('z(w); r),
jkz()j2 =
(1   jzj2)n+1
j1   h; zij2(n+1)
 (1   jzj
2)n+1
j1   h'z(w); zij2(n+1)
=
j1   hw; zij2(n+1)
(1   jzj2)n+1 :
If ('z(w);M) ! 0, for any 0 < r < 1, we have
(D('z(w); r))  (1   j'z(w)j2)n+1:
So
z(D(w; r))  (1   j'z(w)j2)n+1
j1   hw; zij2(n+1)
(1   jzj2)n+1
= (1   jwj2)n+1:
Therefore x(D(w; r)) > 0 for any 0 < r < 1, i.e., w 2 suppx.
On the other hand, if ('z(w);M)9 0, by taking a subnet we can assume that ('z(w);M) >
 > 0. Take r <  in the proof and it is easy to see that x(D(w; r)) = 0. Therefore w is not in the
support. This completes the proof of our claim.
Now we study the set Mx.
First, suppose (x;MA) = 1. By definition, this means that for any 0 < r < 1, there exists a net
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z ! x, such that (fzg;M) > r. Therefore for any 0 < r0 < 1, choose r > r0, then from the proof
above it is easy to see that x(D(0; r0)) = 0, which implies x = 0. Therefore Qx = 0.
Second, the case (x;MA) < 1 is by Lemma 2.4.15.
Finally, when x 2 MA , suppose M˜ has local expression
w = (w1; : : : ;wd; Fd+1(w0); : : : ; Fn(w0));w 2 M˜ \ B(z; );
where w0 = (w1; : : : ;wd). Note that we are using the same kind of expression as in [16], where the
basis and functions change continuously with z. And the point z always has expression (z1; 0; : : : ; 0).
Suppose w 2 Mx and suppose z 2 M, z ! x. By definition, 9 2 M such that
(w; 'z())! 0:
which is equivalent to jw 'z()j ! 0. Take any  > 0 such that jwj+  < 1, then for some subnet
we have (; z) = j'z()j < jwj +  < 1. Therefore
1   h; zi  1   jzj2:
Since  = (0; F(
0
)) under the basis determined by z.
'z() = (;1; ;2; : : : ; ;d; : : : ; ;n)
where
;1 =
z;1   ;1
1   h; zi ; ;i =  
(1   jzj2)1=2
1   h; zi ;i; i = 2; : : : ; d:
and
;i =   (1   jzj
2)1=2
1   h; zi F;i(
0
); i = d + 1; : : : ; n:
For simplicity we omit the subscript .
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Now
Fi(0) = Li(0) + O(jz   j2) = Li(0) + O(1   jzj2):
Here Li is the linear part of Fi:
Li(0) =
dX
j=1
A j( j   z j) = A1(1   z1) +
dX
j=2
A j j:
Hence
i = (1   jzj2)1=2A11 +
dX
j=2
A j j + O((1   jzj2)1=2); j = d + 1; : : : ; n:
Since  ! w as z ! x and the coefficients Ai converge to the corresponding value at xˆ. We see
that
wi =
dX
j=2
A jw j; i = d + 1; : : : ; n:
Also if w is of this form, the argument above also implies that w 2 Mx.
To write more explicitly, Mx = M˜x \ Bn and
M˜x = fv 2 T M˜jxˆ : v ? xˆg + Cxˆ:

Now suppose M1 and M2 are as in Lemma 2.4.17. Let M3 = M1 \M2 and let Qi = spanfKj 2
Mig. We want to find a suitable condition to ensure that Q1 + Q2 is closed. From Lemma 2.4.16
a sufficient condition is that kQ2Q1Q2   Q3ke < 1. From Theorem 2.3.2, the projections Q1 and
Q2 are already in T (L1). Assume M3 is also as in Lemma 2.4.17, then by Lemma 2.4.16, we only
need to show that the operators Q2xQ1xQ2x Q3x, x 2 MAnBn have norms uniformly bounded away
from 1. We will explain this in full detail. Before that, let us give a definition.
Definition 2.4.18. Let K and L be embedded submanifolds of a manifold M and suppose that their
intersection K \ L is also an embedded submanifold of M. K \ L is said to have clean intersection
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if for each p 2 K \ L we have
Tp(K \ L) = TpK \ TpL:
We claim that the condition of clean intersection, plus nice conditions on M1, M2 and M3 are
sufficient for Q1 + Q2 to be closed. We are ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 2.4.19. Suppose M˜1 and M˜2 are two analytic subsets of an open neighborhood of Bn.
Let M˜3 = M˜1 \ M˜2. Assume that
(i) M˜1 and M˜2 intersect transversely with @Bn and have no singular points on @Bn.
(ii) M˜3 also intersects transversely with @Bn and has no singular points on @Bn.
(iii) M˜1 and M˜2 intersect cleanly on @Bn.
Let Mi = M˜i \ Bn and Qi = spanfK :  2 Mig, i = 1; 2; 3: Then Q1 \ Q2=Q3 is finite dimensional
and Q1 + Q2 is closed. As a consequence, Q1 + Q2 is essentially normal.
Before proving the theorem, let us explain the ideas. From Lemma 2.4.17 we know Q1x, Q2x
and Q3x are projections to quotient modules corresponding to linear varieties Mix. We list the cases
that are possible:
(1) (x;M1
A) < 1, (x;M2
A) < 1. In this case, there are two possibilities for M3:
(1-a) (x;M3
A) < 1 or
(1-b) (x;M3
A) = 1.
(2) (x;M1
A) = 1, (x;M2
A) < 1, then (x;M3
A) = 1.
(3) (x;M1
A) < 1, (x;M2
A) = 1, then (x;M3
A) = 1.
(4) (x;M1
A) = 1, (x;M2
A) = 1, then (x;M3
A) = 1.
The case (1-b) corresponds to that of Example 2.4.14, which we want to avoid. In fact, we can
show the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.4.20. Assume the same conditions as Theorem 2.4.19, then If x 2 MAnBn and (x;M1A) <
1, (x;M2
A) < 1, then (x;M3
A) < 1.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 2.4.20 to the end of the section. Now assuming Lemma
2.4.20, we are ready to prove Theorem 2.4.19.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.19. By Theorem 2.3.2, conditions (i) and (ii) ensure that the projections Q1,
Q2 and Q3 are all in the Toeplitz algebra T (L1). By applying Lemma 2.4.16 we see that it suffices
to show condition (3) in Lemma 2.4.16, i.e.,
sup
x2MAnBn
kQ2xQ1xQ2x   Q3xk < 1:
Now Lemma 2.4.17 has already given descriptions for the operators Qix := (Qi)x. Let me refer to
the cases listed before Lemma 2.4.20. What Lemma 2.4.20 tells us is that case (1-b) does not occur
under our assumption. For cases (2)-(4), either Q1x or Q2x is zero, and Q3x is always zero. This
means Q2xQ1xQ2x   Q3x = 0. Hence we are left with case (1-a). In this case, since (x;M3A) < 1,
by Lemma 2.4.17, there exists y 2 M3A such that Q2xQ1xQ2x   Q3x = (Q2Q1Q2   Q3)x is unitary
equivalent to (Q2Q1Q2  Q3)y = Q2yQ1yQ2y  Q3y. So without generality we may assume x 2 M3A .
Again we refer to Lemma 2.4.17, then Qix is the projection operator to
spanfKj 2 Mixg; i = 1; 2; 3:
Here the Mix, as defined as in Lemma 2.4.17, is the intersection of a linear subspace M˜ix with Bn.
By the description ofMix and the condition thatM1 intersects cleanly withM2, one immediately see
that M3x = M1x\M2x. Therefore we could apply Proposition 2.4.11, the norms kQ2xQ1xQ2x Q3xk
depend on the angles between linear spaces M˜1x and M˜2x. The only thing left to show is that the
angles between M˜1x and M˜2x are uniformly bounded away from 0 for all x 2 M3A . Since these sub-
spaces change continuously with xˆ 2 M3, the projection operators onto M˜ix change continuously.
Therefore by Lemma 2.4.8 and compactness of M˜3 \ @Bn, their angles must have a lower bound.
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Therefore by Proposition 2.4.11,
sup
x2MAnBn
kQ2xQ1xQ2x   Q3xk < 1:
By Lemma 2.4.16, Q1 + Q2 is closed and Q1 \ Q2=Q3 is finite dimensional.
The last assertion in Theorem 2.4.19 can be obtained from Proposition 3.4 in [27]. This com-
pletes our proof. 
The only thing left for us to verify is Lemma 2.4.20. We break the proof into several lemmas.
Lemma 2.4.21. Suppose z = (z1; 0;    ; 0) 2 Bn, then
@
@w1
j'z(w)j2(0) = z¯1(jz1j2   1)
and
@
@wi
j'z(w)j2(0) = 0; i = 2; 3;    ; n:
As a consequence, if M is any complex manifold passing through 0 and obtains its minimal hyper-
bolic distance to z at the point 0, then z must be orthogonal to the tangent space TMj0.
Proof. The two formulas are obtained by direct computation. To prove the last statement, one only
need to observe that the derivative of j'z(w)j2 in u direction is
@j'z(w)j2
@u
(0) =
nX
i=1
ui
@j'z(w)j2
@wi
(0) = hu; zi(jz1j2   1):
Since the minimal value of j'z(w)j2 is obtained at 0, the derivative of j'z(w)j2 along all directions in
TMj0 must be 0. Therefore z is orthogonal to TMj0. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.4.22. Suppose M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3.2, and suppose fzg; fwg  M
are two separated nets such that , viewed as points in MA, z tends to a point x 2 MAnBn, viewed
as points in Bn, w tends to xˆ. Then any limit point of the net f'z(w)g is in Mx  Bn.
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Proof. For convenience we omit the subscript . Using the same convention as before, we take the
basis at each z, so
z = (z1; 0;    ; 0); w = (w0; F(w0));
where w0 = (w1;    ;wd) and F = ( fd+1;    ; Fn) is the expression of M˜ depending continuously
on z. Same as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.17, we have
'z(w) = (1;    ; n);
where
1 =
z1   w1
1   hw; zi ; i =  
(1   jzj2)1=2wi
1   hw; zi ; i = 2;    ; d
and
 j =   (1   jzj
2)1=2F j(w0)
1   hw; zi ; j = d + 1;    ; n:
We write F j(w0) = L j(w0) + O(jw   zj2), where L is the linear part of F. Since
jw   zj2 = jwj2 + jzj2   2Rehw; zi  2(1   Rehw; zi)  2j1   hw; zij;
for j = d + 1;    ; n,
 j +
(1   jzj2)1=2L j(w0)
1   hw; zi =
(1   jzj2)1=2
1   hz;wi O(j1   hw; zij) ! 0; z ! xˆ:
The rest of the proof is as in Lemma 2.4.17(3). 
Proof of Lemma 2.4.20. Suppose x 2 MAnBn and (x;M1A) < 1, (x;M2A) < 1, we will show that
(x;M3
A) < 1. Clearly, xˆ 2 M˜1 \ M˜2 = M˜3. By Lemma 2.4.17, without loss of generality, we
assume x 2 M1A .
Let fzg  M1 such that z ! x. Let w 2 M2 and  2 M3 such that (z;w) = (z;M2)
and (z; ) = (z;M3). Take subnets (using the same notation) such that both nets converge in
MA. Suppose w ! y 2 MA and  !  2 MA. Clearly yˆ = ˆ = xˆ. For convenience we omit the
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subscript  in the sequel.
Since ('(z); 0) = ('(z); '(M3)), by Lemma 2.4.21, '(z) ? '(M3). The latter tends
uniformly to M3 while the first has a subnet that converges to some point a in @Bn by compactness.
Therefore a ? M3.
On the other hand, ('(z); '(w)) = (z;w) ! (x;M2A) < 1. Since j'(z)j = (; z) ! 1,
we have the Euclidean distance j'(z)   '(w)j ! 0. Therefore '(w) ! a. By Lemma 2.4.22,
a 2 M1 \ M2 which equals M3 by the clean intersection condition and the expression of Mi in
Lemma 2.4.17. So a is a vector of length 1 which both belongs to M3 and is perpendicular to M3.
A contradiction. Therefore such x does not exist. This completes the proof. 
2.5 p-Essential Normality
In the previous sections, we have obtained essential normality for quotient modules correspond-
ing to varieties and unions of varieties under certain assumptions (Theorem 2.3.2 and Theorem
2.4.19). The original conjecture states that the quotient modules are p-essentially normal for all
p greater than the complex dimension of the variety. In this section we fill that gap. Let us begin
with a lemma about commutators.
Lemma 2.5.1. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space. Let A, B be bounded operators on H , and let
Q be an orthogonal projection onH . Define S = QAQ and T = QBQ. Then
[S ;T ] = [Q; B](1   Q)[A;Q]   [Q; A](1   Q)[B;Q] + Q[A; B]Q:
As a consequence, if [A; B] = 0 and if [Q; A], [Q; B] 2 C2p for some 1  p < 1, then [S ;T ] 2 Cp.
Proof. Since Q(1   Q) = 0 and (1   Q)Q = 0, simple algebra yields
[S ;T ] = QAQBQ   QBQAQ
= QB(1   Q)AQ   QA(1   Q)BQ + Q[A; B]Q
= [Q; B](1   Q)[A;Q]   [Q; A](1   Q)[B;Q] + Q[A; B]Q:
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This completes the proof. 
Consider the case where H = L2(Bn), Q is the quotient module in Notation 1.2, and Q :
L2(Bn) ! Q is the orthogonal projection. Let Mˆzi be the operator of multiplication by the coor-
dinate function zi on the big space L2(Bn), i = 1; : : : ; n. For p > n, since L2a(Bn) is p-essentially
normal, if we know that every [Q; Mˆzi] is in the Schatten class C2p, then by Proposition 4.1 in
[5] we can conclude that the quotient module Q is p-essentially normal. But since the essential
normality of the Bergman module L2a(Bn) is involved in this argument, it does not cover the case
p  n. That is where Lemma 2.5.1 comes in.
The advantage of Lemma 2.5.1 is that it allows us to bypass the Bergman module L2a(Bn). More
to the point, it allows us to bypass Proposition 1.0.4. For any 1  p < 1, Lemma 2.5.1 tells us
that if we know that [Q; Mˆzi] 2 C2p for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, then we can conclude that the quotient
module Q is p-essentially normal.
Recall that, for each 1  p < 1, the formula
kAk+p = sup
k1
s1(A) + s2(A) +    + sk(A)
1 1=p + 2 1=p +    + k 1=p (2.1)
defines a symmetric norm for operators, where s1(A); : : : ; sk(A); : : : are the s-numbers of A. On a
Hilbert spaceH , the set
C+p = fA 2 B(H) : kAk+p < 1g
is a norm ideal. See Sections III.2 and III.14 in [24].
It is well known that C+p contains the Schatten class Cp and that C+p , Cp. Moreover, we have
C+p  Cp0 for all 1  p < p0 < 1. A property of C+p that does not concern us in this paper, but is
nonetheless interesting, it that this ideal is not separable with respect to the norm k  k+p .
The reason for introducing C+p is that the norm kk+p is particularly easy to handle in the essential
normality problems for modules, as was demonstrated in [20]. Estimates in this paper will further
show that the norm k  k+p is user-friendly indeed.
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Lemma 2.5.2. Suppose T is in the weak operator closure of a set of operators fTg2I. Assume
T 2 C+p and
sup
2I
kTk+p  C < 1:
Then T 2 C+p and kTk+p  C.
Proof. Let us denote k(T ) = s1(T ) +    + sk(T ). It is well known that
k(T ) = supfjtr(TAk)j : kAkk  1 and rank(Ak) = kg:
For each Ak, since its rank equals k < 1, there is a sequence fmg in I such that tr(TmAk) ! tr(TAk)
as m ! 1. Therefore
jtr(TAk)j = lim
m!1 jtr(TmAk)j  sup2I k(T)  C(1
 1=p + 2 1=p +    + k 1=p):
Taking supremum over all such Ak, we obtain
k(T )  C(1 1=p + 2 1=p +    + k 1=p):
By (2.1), we have
kTk+p = sup
k
k(T )
1 1=p + 2 1=p +    + k 1=p  C:
This completes the proof. 
The following lemma provides a key estimate.
Lemma 2.5.3. Given any positive numbers 0 < a  b < 1, there is a constant 0 < B(a; b) < 1
such that the following holds true: Let H be a Hilbert space, and suppose that F0; F1; : : : ; Fk; : : :
are operators onH such that the following two conditions are satisfied for every k:
(1) kFkk  2 ak,
(2) rank(Fk)  2bk.
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Then the operator F =
P1
k=0 Fk satisfies the estimate kFk+b=a  B(a; b). In particular, F 2 C+b=a.
Proof. Recall from [24] that for any bounded operator A and any i  1,
si(A) = inffkA + Kk : rank(K)  i   1g:
Obviously, condition (1) implies that F is a bounded linear operator onH . By condition (2),
rank
0BBBBBB@ kX
j=0
F j
1CCCCCCA  kX
j=0
2b j  C12bk; (2.2)
where C1 = (1   2 b) 1. For any integer m > C1, let k  0 be such that
C12bk < m  C12b(k+1):
From (2.2) we obtain
sm(F) 

1X
j=k+1
F j
 
1X
j=k+1
2 a j  C22 ak;
where C2 = (1   2 a) 1. Therefore
sm(F)ma=b  C22 ak  (C12b(k+1))a=b = 2aC2Ca=b1 :
Set B(a; b) = 2aC2C
a=b
1 . Then the above translates to
sm(F)  B(a; b)m a=b
for every m > C1. On the other hand, since kFk  C2, for m  C1 we have
sm(F)  C2 = C2ma=bm a=b  C2Ca=b1 m a=b  B(a; b)m a=b:
Combining these two estimates, we see that sm(F)  B(a; b)m a=b for every m  1. By (2.1), this
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means kFk+b=a  B(a; b). 
The following lemma can be found in Appendix C to [?, Chapter IV].
Lemma 2.5.4. Suppose p  1, S , T are bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H and
[S ;T ] 2 Cp. If S is self-adjoint and if f is a C1 function on the spectrum of S , one has [ f (S );T ] 2
Cp.
We will also need the well-known Schur test for boundedness:
Lemma 2.5.5. Let (X; d) be a measure space and R(x; y) a non-negative, measurable function
on X  X. Suppose that there exist a positive, measurable function h function on X and positive
numbers C1, C2 such that
Z
X
R(x; y)h(y)d(y)  C1h(x) for -a.e. x
and Z
X
R(x; y)h(x)d(x)  C2h(y) for -a.e. y:
Then
(T f )(x) =
Z
X
R(x; y) f (y)d(y)
defines a bounded operator on L2(X; d) with kTk  (C1C2)1=2.
Suppose  is a Carleson measure supported on M. Let Tˆ denote the operator on L2(Bn) that
sends L2a(Bn)
? to f0g and coincides with T on L2a(Bn). Our first observation is that we have the
integral representation
Tˆ =
Z
Kw 
 Kwd(w):
This is verified by direct calculation: for f 2 L2(Bn) and z 2 Bn,
Z
h f ;KwiKw(z)d(w) =
Z
(P f )(w)
(1   hz;wi)n+1d(w) = (Tˆ f )(z);
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where P : L2(Bn) ! L2a(Bn) is the orthogonal projection.
For each ' 2 L1(Bn), let Mˆ' denote the operator of multiplication by ' on L2(Bn). That is,
Mˆ' f = ' f ; f 2 L2(Bn):
The following theorem is the main step in the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 2.5.6. Let  be a Carleson measure supported on M, then for every j 2 f1; : : : ; ng and
every p > 2d, we have [Tˆ; Mˆz j] 2 C+p . As a consequence, [Tˆ; Mˆz j] 2 Cp for every j 2 f1; : : : ; ng
and every p > 2d.
First, let us give the outline of our proof. The main idea is to approximate the operator Tˆ by
a certain kind of discrete sums. Then we estimate the C+p norms of commutators of these discrete
sums with Mˆz j . We break the commutators into parts and estimate the ranks and norms of these
parts. Finally, an application of Lemma 2.5.3 will end the proof.
Now let us construct the discrete sums. Choose a subset L  M that is maximal with respect
to the property that
D(z; 1) \ D(w; 1) = ; for all z , w in L: (2.3)
Obviously, such an L is countable, which allows us to write L = fzig1i=1. It follows from the
maximality of L that
1[
i=1
D(zi; 2)  M:
There exist Borel sets 1;2; : : : ;i; : : : in Bn satisfying the following three requirements:
(1) D(zi; 1)  i  D(zi; 2) for every i.
(2) i \ i0 = ; for i , i0.
(3) [1i=1i = [1i=1D(zi; 2)  M.
The construction of these sets is standard. In fact, obviously there are pairwise disjoint Borel
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subsets E1; E2; : : : ; Ei; : : : of f[1i=1D(zi; 2)gnf[1i=1D(zi; 1)g such that
E1 [ E2 [    [ Ei [    = f[1i=1D(zi; 2)gnf[1i=1D(zi; 1)g
and Ei  D(zi; 2) for every i. The sets i = D(zi; 1)[Ei, i = 1; 2; 3; : : : , satisfy requirements (1)-(3)
above.
Let  be a Carleson measure supported on M. By Lemma 2.1.4,
ci :=
Z
i
(1   jwj2) (n+1)d(w) . (1   jzij2) (n+1)(i) . (D(zi; 2))v(D(zi; 2)) :
By Lemma 2.1.5, there is a constant 0 < C < 1 such that ci  C for every i.
Define N = fi 2 N : (i) , 0g = fi 2 N : ci > 0g. For each i 2 N, we define the measure di to
be the restriction of the measure c 1i (1   jwj2) (n+1)d to the set i. Obviously, i(i) = 1. Observe
that
Tˆ =
Z
Kw 
 Kwd(w) =
1X
i=1
Z
i
Kw 
 Kwd(w)
=
X
i2N
ci
Z
i
kw 
 kwc 1i (1   jwj2) (n+1)d(w) =
X
i2N
ci
Z
i
kw 
 kwdi(w);
where kw = Kw=kKwk is the normalized reproducing kernel. Since  is a Carleson measure, the
positive operator Tˆ is bounded. By the monotone convergence theorem, the above sums converge
in the strong operator topology.
Since  is supported on M, each probability measure i can be approximated in the weak-
* topology by measures of the form 1k
Pk
j=1 w j , where w j 2 i \ M. Therefore each operatorR
i
kw 
 kwdi(w) can be approximated in the weak operator topology by operators of the form
1
k
kX
j=1
kw j 
 kw j ; w j 2 i \ M:
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Hence Tˆ can be weakly approximated by operators of the form
X
i2F
ci
1
k
kX
j=1
kwi; j 
 kwi; j =
1
k
kX
j=1
X
i2F
cikwi; j 
 kwi; j ;
where F is a finite subset of N, k 2 N, and wi; j 2 i \ M. We summarize the above arguments in
the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5.7. The operator Tˆ is in the weak closure of the convex hull of operators of the form
X
i2F
cikwi 
 kwi ; (2.4)
where F is any finite subset of N, wi 2 i \ M and 0 < ci  C. Moreover, the finite bound C
depends only on the Carleson measure  on M.
It follows immediately that for every 1  m  n, the commutator [Tˆ; Mˆzm] is in the weak
closure of the convex hull of operators of the form
X
i2F
ci[kwi 
 kwi ; Mˆzm]:
Thus to estimate k[Tˆ; Mˆzm]k+p , it suffices to estimate the C+p norms of operators of the above form.
To estimate the latter, we use Lemma 2.5.3. Conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 2.5.3 will be verified
in the following steps.
Let vM denote the natural volume measure on the smooth part of M˜.
Lemma 2.5.8. For 0 < s < t < 1, define
Mts = fz 2 M˜ : s < jzj  tg;
then for r sufficiently close to 1 and r < s < t < 1, we have vM(Mts) . t   s.
Proof. Let r(z) = jzj be the radius function. By Assumption 1.1, M˜ intersects @Bn transverse-
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ly. Thus for each point  2 M˜ \ @Bn, M˜ has a real local coordinate system of the form  =
(1; : : : ; 2d 1; r(z)) defined on a neighborhood U \ M˜, where U is an open set containing  in
Cn. Therefore the volume form locally can be expressed as dvM = gd1 ^ : : : ^ d2d 1 ^ dr. If
we shrink the neighborhood U we can also assume that g is bounded and  maps U \ M˜ to a
bounded set in R2d. By the compactness of M˜ \ @Bn, it can be covered by finitely many such open
sets U j , j = 1; : : : ;m. Thus it suffices to show that
vM(Mts \ U j) . t   s
for each j and s < t sufficiently close to 1. By direct computation,
vM(Mts \ U j) .
Z t
s
1dr . t   s:
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.5.9. There exists a 0 < r < 1 such that vM(D(z; 1)\M) & (1 jzj2)d+1 for z 2 M satisfying
the condition r < jzj < 1.
Proof. There is a 0 < r < 1 such that for each z 2 M, jzj > r, there is a smooth map
pz : M \ D(z; 2) 7! TMjz
defined on page 1513 in [16]. Using the formula for pz given there and the property
sup
w2D(z;2)
(pz(w);w) ! 0 as jzj ! 1;
it is straightforward to verify that pz(D(z; 1) \ M)  D(z; 1=2) \ TMjz when jzj is close enough to
1. Therefore, writing vd for the volume measure on TMjz = Cd, we have
vM(D(z; 1) \ M) & vd(D(z; 1=2) \ TMjz)  (1   jzj2)d+1:
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This completes the proof. 
Proposition 2.5.10. Given any 0 <  < 1=2, there is a 0 < C0 < 1 such that the following estimate
holds: Let F be any finite subset of N. Suppose that for every i 2 F, wi 2 i \ M and 0  ci  C,
where C is the constant in Lemma 2.5.7. Define  =
P
i2F ci(1   jwij2)n+1wi and
Tˆ =
X
i2F
cikwi 
 kwi :
Then we have k[Tˆ; Mˆzm]k+2d=(1 2)  C0 for every m 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
Proof. Let 0 <  < 1=2 be given. For each k  0, define
Mk = fz 2 M : 1   2 2k  jzj < 1   2 2(k+1)g (2.5)
and
k = jMk =
X
i2F;wi2Mk
ci(1   jwij2)n+1wi :
Also, write
Fk = [Tˆk ; Mˆzm] =
X
i2F;wi2Mk
ci[kwi 
 kwi ; Mˆzm]
for k  0. We will show that there are constants C1 and C2 such that
kFkk  C12 (1 2)k (2.6)
and
rank(Fk)  C222dk (2.7)
for every k  0. Since P1k=0 Fk = [Tˆ; Mˆzm], it follows from these estimates and Lemma 2.5.3 that
k[Tˆ; Mˆzm]k+2d=(1 2)  C1(1 +C2)B(1   2; 2d):
That is, the proposition holds for C0 = C1(1 +C2)B(1   2; 2d) provided that we find constants C1
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and C2 such that (2.6) and (2.7) hold.
To find C1, note that for any f 2 L2(Bn),
([Kwi 
 Kwi ; Mˆzm] f )(z)
=
Z
Bn
m f ()K(wi)dv()Kwi(z)   zm
Z
Bn
f ()K(wi)dv()Kwi(z)
=
Z
Bn
(m   wi;m) f ()K(wi)dv()Kwi(z) +
Z
Bn
(wi;m   zm) f ()K(wi)dv()Kwi(z);
where wi;m denotes the m-th component of wi. Since
Fk =
X
i2F;wi2Mk
ci(1   jwij2)n+1[Kwi 
 Kwi ; Mˆzm];
we have
j(Fk f )(z)j 
X
i2F;wi2Mk
ci(1   jwij2)n+1
Z
Bn
j   wijj f ()jjK(wi)jdv()jKwi(z)j
+
X
i2F;wi2Mk
ci(1   jwij2)n+1
Z
Bn
jwi   zjj f ()jjK(wi)jdv()jKwi(z)j:
Recalling the definition of , we have
j(Fk f )(z)j 
Z
Mk
Z
Bn
j   wjj f ()jjK(w)jjKw(z)jdv()d(w)
+
Z
Mk
Z
Bn
jw   zjj f ()jjK(w)jjKw(z)jdv()d(w)
=
Z
Bn
j f ()j
Z
Mk
j   wjjK(w)jjKw(z)jd(w)dv()
+
Z
Bn
j f ()j
Z
Mk
jw   zjjK(w)jjKw(z)jd(w)dv()
=
Z
Bn
j f ()jGk(z; )dv() +
Z
Bn
j f ()jHk(z; )dv():
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Here,
Gk(z; ) =
Z
Mk
j   wjjK(w)jjKw(z)jd(w) and
Hk(z; ) =
Z
Mk
jw   zjjK(w)jjKw(z)jd(w):
To estimate kFkk, we apply the Schur test. Let h() = (1   jj2) 1=2, then
Z
Bn
Gk(z; )h()dv() =
Z
Mk
Z
Bn
j   wjjK(w)jh()dv()jKw(z)jd(w)
.
Z
Mk
Z
Bn
(1   jj2) 1=2
j1   hw; ijn+1=2dv()
1
j1   hz;wijn+1d(w)
.
Z
Mk
 
log
1
1   jwj2
!
1
j1   hz;wijn+1d(w)
.
Z
Mk
(1   jwj2) 
j1   hz;wijn+1d(w)  C
X
i2F;wi2Mk
(1   jwij2) 
j1   hz;wiijn+1 (1   jwij
2)n+1;
where, as we recall, C is the constant in Lemma 2.5.7. By Lemma 2.1.4,
(1   jwj2) 
j1   hz;wijn+1 
(1   jwij2) 
j1   hz;wiijn+1
for any z 2 Bn and w 2 i  D(zi; 2)  D(wi; 4). Recall that i  D(zi; 1). Therefore the integral
above is bounded, up to a constant, by
X
i2F;wi2Mk
Z
i
(1   jwj2) 
j1   hz;wijn+1dv(w) =
Z
S
i2F;wi2Mk i
(1   jwj2) 
j1   hz;wijn+1dv(w):
By Lemma 2.1.4, there is a constant 0 < A < 1 such thatSi2F;wi2Mk i  Wk, where
Wk = fw 2 Bn : jwj  1   2 2(k A)g:
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Therefore
Z
Bn
Gk(z; )h()dv() .
Z
S
i2F;wi2Mk i
(1   jwj2) 
j1   hz;wijn+1dv(w) 
Z
Wk
(1   jwj2) 
j1   hz;wijn+1dv(w)
.
Z 1
maxf1 2 2(k A);0g
(1   r2) 
Z
@Bn
1
j1   hrz; ijn+1d()dr
.
Z 1
maxf1 2 2(k A);0g
(1   r2) (1   jrzj2) 1dr
.
Z 1
maxf1 2 2(k A);0g
(1   r2)  (1=2)(1   jzj2) 1=2dr
. f1   (1   2 2(k A))g(1=2) h(z) . 2 (1 2)kh(z):
On the other hand, using the same method, we have
Z
Bn
Gk(z; )h(z)dv(z) .
Z
Bn
Z
Mk
1
j1   hw; ijn+1=2
1
j1   hz;wijn+1d(w)(1   jzj
2) 1=2dv(z)
.
Z
Mk
Z
Bn
(1   jzj2) 1=2
j1   hz;wijn+1dv(z)
1
j1   hw; ijn+1=2d(w)
.
Z
Mk
(1   jwj2) 1=2
j1   hw; ijn+1=2d(w) .
Z
Wk
(1   jwj2) 1=2
j1   hw; ijn+1=2dv(w)
.
Z 1
maxf1 2 2(k A);0g
(1   r2) 1=2(1   jrj2) 1=2dr
. 2 kh()  2 (1 2)kh():
Combining the last two estimates with Lemma 2.5.5, we conclude that Gk defines an integral
operator on L2(Bn) whose norm is bounded by B2 (1 2)k, where the constant B depends only on ,
the complex dimension n and the bound ci  C in Lemma 2.5.7. Obviously, the same conclusion
holds for Hk. Thus we have shown that there is a C1 such that (2.6) holds.
Next we estimate the rank of Fk. Notice that rank([kwi 
 kwi ; Mˆzm])  2. Therefore
rank(Fk)  2cardfwi : i 2 F; wi 2 i \ Mkg:
Since i  D(zi; 1), by Lemma 2.5.9, vM(i \ M) & (1   jzij2)d+1. For wi 2 i \ Mk, Lemma 2.1.4
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gives us 1   jzij2  1   jwij2  2 2k. Consequently vM(i \ M) & 2 2(d+1)k if wi 2 i \ Mk. On the
other hand, we saw in the above that if wi 2 Mk, then
i \ M  fw 2 M : 1   2 2(k A)  jwj < 1g:
It follows from Lemma 2.5.8 that vM(fw 2 M : 1   2 2(k A)  jwj < 1g) . 2 2k. Since i \ i0 = ;
for i , i0, we conclude that
cardfwi : i 2 F; wi 2 i \ Mkg . 2
 2k
2 2(d+1)k
= 22kd:
Thus we have shown that rank(Fk) . 22dk, i.e., (2.7) holds for some C2 that depends only on n and
the analytic set M˜. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5.6. By Lemma 2.5.7, the commutator [Tˆ; Mˆzm] is in the weak operator clo-
sure of the convex hull of operators of the form [Tˆ; Mˆzm], where  is a discrete measure as in
Proposition 2.5.10. Given any p > 2d, let 0 <  < 1=2 be such that 2d=(1   2) < p. Now
Proposition 2.5.10 provides the bound k[Tˆ; Mˆzm]k+2d=(1 2)  C0 for all such . From this we ob-
tain k[Tˆ; Mˆzm]k+2d=(1 2)  C0 by applying Lemma 2.5.2. Thus [Tˆ; Mˆzm] 2 C+2d=(1 2)  Cp as
promised. 
Theorem 2.5.11. We have [Q; Mˆz j] 2 Cp for all p > 2d and j 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
Proof. By Theorem 1.9, there exist a Carleson measure  supported on M and 0 < c  C < 1
such that
ck f k2 
Z
M
j f (w)j2d(w)  Ck f k2
for every f 2 Q. If w 2 M, then Kw 2 Q. Thus the above inequality implies
ckQgk2 
Z
M
jhg;Kwij2d(w)  CkQgk2
for every g 2 L2(Bn). This translates to the operator inequality cQ  Tˆ  CQ on L2(Bn). Thus,
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by the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators, there is a C1 function h such that Q = h(Tˆ). Now
the membership [Q; Mˆz j] 2 Cp, p > 2d, follows from Lemma 2.5.4 and Theorem 2.5.6. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The point is that on the big space L2(Bn), we have Mˆzi = Mˆz¯i , consequently
[Mˆzi ; Mˆz j] = 0. Applying Lemma 2.5.1 and Theorem 2.5.11, we have [Z

Q;i; ZQ; j] 2 Cp for p > d. 
The authors of [17] proved that for two varieties satisfying nice conditions, their union defines
a essentially normal quotient module:
Theorem 2.5.12. Suppose M˜1 and M˜2 are two analytic subsets of an open neighborhood of Bn.
Let M˜3 = M˜1 \ M˜2. Assume that
(i) M˜1 and M˜2 intersect transversely with @Bn and have no singular points on @Bn.
(ii) M˜3 also intersects transversely with @Bn and has no singular points on @Bn.
(iii) M˜1 and M˜2 intersect cleanly on @Bn.
Let Mi = M˜i\Bn and Qi = spanfK :  2 Mig for i = 1; 2; 3, M = M1[M2, and Q = spanfK :  2
Mg. Then Q1 \ Q2=Q3 is finite dimensional and Q1 + Q2 is closed. As a consequence, Q is p-
essentially normal for p > 2d, where d = dimC M = maxfdimC M1; dimC M2g.
As a consequence of the improved essential normality in Theorem 1.4, the essential normality
in Theorem 2.5.12 can be improved accordingly.
Corollary 2.5.13. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 2.5.12, the quotient module Q is
p-essentially normal for all p > d.
Once we know that Q1 + Q2 is closed from Theorem 2.5.12, we have Q = Q1 + Q2. Thus
Corollary 2.5.13 follows from Theorem 2.5.11 and [27, Lemma 3.3].
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3. ESSENTIAL NORMALITY FOR PRINCIPAL SUBMODULES
In this chapter, we take a different approach to obtain essential normality. Unlike in Chapter
2, this time we deal with submodules instead of quotient modules. The disadvantage of doing so
is that we loose the possibility of obtaining the full Arveson-Douglas Conjecture, which says the
quotient module have p-essential normality for p < n. However, the techniques in this chapter rely
essentially on one single inequality (inequality 3.4). Once we have derived this inequality, things
can be very flexible. This allows us to expand our discussion to a wider class of domains in Cn —
bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains with smooth boundary.
The next section presents some preliminaries in several complex variables.
3.1 Bounded Strongly Pseudoconvex Domains
Definition 3.1.1. For 
 a bounded domain in Cn with smooth boundary, we call r(z) a defining
function for 
 provided
(1) 
 = fz 2 Cn : r(z) < 0g and r(z) 2 C1(Cn).
(2) jgrad r(z)j , 0 for all z 2 @
.
For 
 a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary we mean that there are a
defining function r 2 C1(Cn) and a constant k such that
nX
i; j=1
@2r(p)
@zi@z¯ j
i¯ j  kjj2
for all p 2 @
 and  2 Cn.
For a point p 2 @
, the complex tangent space (cf. [30]) at p is defined by
TCp (@
) =

 2 Cn :
nX
j=1
@r(p)
@z j
 j = 0

:
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For 
 a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary in Cn, there is a  > 0
such that if z 2 
 := fz 2 
 : d(z; @
) < g, then there exists a unique point (z) in @

with d(z; (z)) = d(z; @
). The complex normal (tangent) direction at z means the corresponding
direction at (z). For z 2 
, we let Pz(r1; r2) denote the polydisc centered at z with radius r1 in the
complex normal direction and radius r2 in each complex tangential direction.
Notations: For a point z 2 
, denote (z) = d(z; @
), where d is the Euclidean distance. In the
case when 
 is the unit ball Bn, (z) is just 1   jzj. We use the notation D for the open unit disc in
C and (; r) for the 1-dimensional disc centered at  with radius r. We use B(z; r) for the higher
dimensional Euclidean ball centered at z with radius r. For positive integer k, we use vk to denote
the Lebesgue measure on Ck.
Let us recall the definition of Bergman and weighted Bergman spaces on 
.
Definition 3.1.2. Let 
  Cn be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary.
The Bergman space L2a(
) consists of all holomorphic functions on 
 which are square integrable
with respect to the Lebesgue measure vn.
L2a(
) = f f 2 Hol(
) :
Z


j f (z)j2dvn(z) < 1g:
For a positive integer l, one defines the weighted Bergman space L2a;l(
) in a similar way.
L2a;l(
) = f f 2 Hol(
) :
Z


j f (z)j2jr(z)jldvn(z) < 1g:
Lemma 3.1.3. [30, Lemma 8] Let 
 be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth
boundary. Fix any defining function r, then for z in a neighborhood of 
 we have
jr(z)j  (z):
For this reason, in most of our discussions, using either jr(z)j or (z) does not make a difference.
We will choose whichever is more convenient.
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In this chapter we use K(z;w) and Kl(z;w) to denote their reproducing kernels, i.e.,
f (z) =
Z


f (w)K(z;w)dvn(w); 8 f 2 L2a(
)
and
f (z) =
Z


f (w)Kl(z;w)jr(w)jldvn(w); 8 f 2 L2a;l(
):
Suppose 
  Cn is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary, p 2 

and  2 Cn, the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric (cf. [30] [28] [29]) of 
 is defined by
FK(p; ) = inff > 0 : 9 f 2 D(
) with f (0) = p and f 0(0) = =g;
here D(
) denotes the set of all holomorphic mappings from the open unit disc D to 
. For any
C1 curve (t) : [0; 1]! 
, we define the Kobayashi length of (t) as
LK() =
Z 1
0
FK((t); 0(t))dt:
If p; q 2 
, the Kobayashi metric (p; q) equals inffLK()g where the infimum is taken over all C1
curves with (0) = p and (1) = q. One can show that (p; q) is a complete metric and gives the
usual topology on 
.
For w 2 
 and r > 0, denote E(w; r) to be the Kobayashi ball
E(w; r) = fz 2 
 : (z;w) < rg:
In the case 
 = Bn, the Kobayashi metric coincides with the Bergman metric . Similarly, the
Kobayashi balls can be approximated by polydiscs.
Lemma 3.1.4. [30, Lemma 6] Let 
 be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth
boundary in Cn, r > 0. If z 2 
 := fz 2 
 : d(z; @
) < g and  is small enough, then there are
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constants ai and bi, i = 1; 2 only depending on r and 
 such that
Pw(a1(w); b1(w)1=2)  E(w; r)  Pw(a2(w); b2(w)1=2):
Here d is the Euclidean distance. In particular, vn(E(w; r))  (w)n+1.
Fix some defining function r(z) of 
. Let
X(z;w) =  r(z)  
nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
(w j   z j) (3.1)
 1=2
X @2r(z)
@z j@zk
(w j   z j)(wk   zk): (3.2)
And
F(z;w) = jr(z)j + jr(w)j + jImX(z;w)j + jz   wj2: (3.3)
Let
(z;w) = jz   wj2 +
 nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
(w j   z j)
:
Take Bn for example, then X(z;w) = 1   hw; zi. For points sufficiently close to @
, several
quantities are equivalent.
Lemma 3.1.5 ([21] [30]). Let 
 be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth bound-
ary, then
jX(z;w)j  jr(z)j + jr(w)j + (z;w)  F(z;w)
in a region
R := f(z;w) 2 
¯  
¯ : jr(z)j + jr(w)j + jz   wj < g;
for some  > 0.
The following lemmas generalize the case of Bn.
Lemma 3.1.6 ([32] Theorem 2.3). Let
 be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth
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boundary in Cn. Write   = f(z; z) : z 2 @
g. Let l be any positive integer, then there exists a kernel
Gl(z;w) such that:
(i) Gl 2 C1(
 
n ), Gl is holomorphic in z.
(ii) Gl reproduces the holomorphic functions in L2a;l(
); i.e., for f 2 L2a;l(
),
f (z) =
Z


Gl(z;w) f (w)jr(w)jldvn(w):
(iii) jGl(z;w)j  jX(z;w)j (n+1+l) for (z;w) 2 R for some  > 0.
Lemma 3.1.7 ([30]). There exists a  > 0 such that when (z;w) 2 R,
jK(z;w)j  jX(z;w)j (n+1):
Moreover, K(z;w) 2 C1(
 
n )
In particular, jK(z;w)j and jGl(z;w)j are uniformly bounded for (z;w) < K, for any  > 0, since
K is a neighborhood of  . Let  > 0 be so small that Lemma 3.1.5, 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 hold on K.
Notice that the function F(z;w) is continuous and non-zero off the set  , we have
jK(z;w)j . F(z;w) (n+1)
and
jGl(z;w)j . F(z;w) (n+1+l)
for all pairs (z;w) 2 
 
.
Lemma 3.1.8. There exists  > 0 such that for (z;w) 2 R,
(z;w)  (w; z)
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and
jX(z;w)j  jX(w; z)j:
Proof. By definition,
j(z;w)   (w; z)j  j
X
(
@r(z)
@z j
  @r(w)
@z j
)(w j   z j)j . jw   zj2  minf(z;w); (w; z)g:
From this it is easy to see that
(z;w)  (w; z):
The estimate for X follows immediately from this and Lemma 3.1.5. 
By definition, the functions X; F and  depend on the defining function. However, for different
defining functions, they are equivalent.
Lemma 3.1.9. Suppose r(z) and r0(z) are two defining functions for 
 and let X and X0 be defined
as in (3.1) for r(z) and r0(z), then there exists  > 0 such that for (z;w) 2 K,
jX(z;w)j  jX0(z;w)j:
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.5, there exists  > 0 so that when (z;w) 2 K,
jX(z;w)j  jr(z)j + jr(w)j + Pnj=1 @r(z)
@z j
(w j   z j)
 + jz   wj2:
Since jr(z)j  (z)  jr0(z)j, the only part we need to take care of is
 nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
(w j   z j)

and the corresponding one for r0. Notice that
 nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
(w j   z j)  
nX
j=1
@r((z))
@z j
(w j   z j)
 . (z):
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We can replace the derivatives at z by those at (z). But since r and r0 are both defining functions for

, their gradients on the boundary points vary by a constant multiple with absolute value uniformly
bounded above and away from 0 (this follows from the compactness of @
). From this it is easy to
see that the quantities above are equivalent. 
Lemma 3.1.10. Suppose 
  Cn is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth bound-
ary and  is a biholomorphic map on a neighborhood of 
, (
) = 
0. Let X and X0 be the func-
tions defined in (3.1) for 
 and 
0 respectively. Then there exists  > 0 such that for (z;w) 2 K,
jX(z;w)j  jX0((z);(w))j:
Proof. Fix a defining function r(z), then r  1 is a defining function for 
0. By Lemma 3.1.5 and
Lemma 3.1.3, there exists  > 0 so that for (z;w) 2 K,
jX(z;w)j  (z) + (w) + jz   wj2 +
 nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
(w j   z j)
:
Similarly,
jX0((z);(w))j
 ((z)) + ((w)) + j(z)   (w)j2 +
 nX
j=1
@r   1((z))
@z j
 
 j(w)    j(z)
The first three parts for X: (z), (w) and jz  wj2 are each equivalent to the corresponding ones for
X0 since  preserves distances up to a constant. That is, both  and  1 are Lipschitz. We look
at the last one. Let  be as in the assumption. It is elementary to check that r   1 is a defining
function for (
). By Lemma 3.1.9, we only need to prove the result using this defining function.
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Now
nX
j=1
@r   1((z))
@z j
 
 j(w)    j(z)
=
nX
j=1
nX
i=1
@r(z)
@zi
@ 1i ((z))
@z j
  nX
k=1
@ j(z)
@zk
(wk   zk) + O(jw   zj2)
=
nX
i=1
@r(z)
@zi
nX
k=1
 nX
j=1
@ 1i ((z))
@z j
@ j(z)
@zk

(wk   zk) + O(jw   zj2)
=
nX
i=1
@r(z)
@zi
nX
k=1
ik(wk   zk) + O(jw   zj2)
=
nX
i=1
@r(z)
@zi
(wi   zi) + O(jw   zj2):
From this it is clear that jX(z;w)j  jX0((z);(w))j. This completes the proof. 
In analogous with Lemma 2.1.4, we have
Lemma 3.1.11. [30, Theorem 12] Fix some r > 0, then for z;w 2 
 and (z;w) < r,
jr(z)j  jr(w)j:
Lemma 3.1.12. Fix some r > 0, then there exists  > 0, for z;w;  2 
 such that (z; ); (w; ) 2 K
and (z;w) < r,
jX(z; )j  jX(w; )j:
As a consequence, F(z; )  F(w; ) for all w; z;  2 
 and (z;w) < r.
Proof. First, by Lemma 3.1.5, there exists  > 0 such that
jX(z; )j  jr(z)j + jr()j +  nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
( j   z j)
 + jz   j2
and
jX(w; )j  jr(w)j + jr()j +  nX
j=1
@r(w)
@w j
( j   w j)
 + jw   j2:
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for pairs (z; ); (w; ) 2 K. By Lemma 3.1.4 and Lemma 3.1.11,
jz   wj2 . jr(w)j  jr(z)j:
So
jz   j2 

jz   wj + jw   j
2
. jz   wj2 + jw   j2 . jr(w)j + jw   j2:
Therefore, we have
 nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
(z j    j)

.
 nX
j=1
@r(w)
@z j
(w j    j)
 +  nX
j=1
@r(z)
@z j
  @r(w)
@z j

(z j    j)
 +  nX
j=1
@r(w)
@z j
(z j   w j)

.
 nX
j=1
@r(w)
@z j
(w j    j)
 + jz   wjjz   j + jr(w)j
.
 nX
j=1
@r(w)
@z j
(w j    j)
 + jz   wj2 + jz   j2 + jr(w)j
.
 nX
j=1
@r(w)
@z j
(w j    j)
 + jr(w)j + jw   j2
. jX(w; )j:
Altogether we have
jX(z; )j . jX(w; )j:
Since the role of z and w are symmetric, we get
jX(z; )j  jX(w; )j:
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.1.13. [32, Lemma 2.7] Let 
 be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth
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boundary. Let a 2 R,  >  1, then
Z


jr(w)j
F(z;w)n+1++a
dvn(w) 
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
1 if a < 0
log jr(z)j 1 if a = 0:
jr(z)j a if a > 0
3.2 The Bergman Space
This section is devoted to proving the following inequality (3.4). In fact, with inequality (3.4),
the essential normality is obtained by a routine argument.
Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose 
  Cn is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth bound-
ary,  2 @
, h is a holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood U of . Then there exist a
neighborhood V of  and constants  > 0, N > 0 such that 8w 2 V \ 
, 8z 2 B(w; ) \ 
 and
8 f 2 Hol(E(w; 1)),
jh(z) f (w)j . jX(z;w)j
N
jr(w)jN+n+1
Z
E(w;1)
jh()jj f ()jdvn(): (3.4)
Remark 3.2.2. It turns out that from the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, the requirements that z being
close to w and that w being close to the boundary are not essential. In fact, from the proof of
Theorem 3.2.1, one obtains the following.
Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose 
  Cn is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth bound-
ary, h is a holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of 
. Then there exists a constant
N > 0 such that 8w; z 2 
 and 8 f 2 Hol(
),
jh(z) f (w)j . F(z;w)
N
jr(w)jN+n+1
Z
E(w;1)
jh()jj f ()jdvn():
Before proving Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.3, we establish a few lemmas.
Roughly speaking, our approach to Theorem 3.2.1 is to prove a slightly stronger result about
logarithms of absolute values of the functions and then apply the Jensen’s inequality. This will
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allow us to separate the part involving the function f in the theorem and concentrate on estimates
about h. As a first step, we consider the case when our domain is just the unit disc D in C and
h(z) = z   a for some a 2 C. We show the following is true.
Lemma 3.2.4. There exists a constant C > 0, such that for any 0 < c < 1, z;w 2 D and a 2 C, we
have
log
jz   aj
jw   zj + (w) 
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1()   log (w)   log c +C:
Proof. Note that since 0 < c < 1, (w) = 1   jwj, the disc (w; c(w)) is contained in the unit disk
D. We split the proof into two cases.
Case 1: a < (w; c(w)), then the function log j   aj is harmonic in the disc (w; c(w)).
Therefore
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1() = log jw   aj:
For z 2 D,
log
jz   aj
jw   zj + (w)  
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1() + log (w)
= log
jz   aj
jw   zj + (w)   log jw   aj + log (w)
= log
jz   aj(w)
(jw   zj + (w))jw   aj :
Let m;M be the minimal and maximal of the two numbers jw   zj + (w) and jw   aj. Since
jz   aj  jz   wj + jw   aj  M + m, we have M  1=2jz   aj. Also, since jw   aj  c(w) by our
assumption and jz   wj + (w)  (w) > c(w), we have m  c(w). Therefore
jz   aj(w)
(jw   zj + (w))jw   aj  2=c:
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Hence
log
jz   aj
jw   zj + (w)  
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1() + log (w)
 log 2   log c:
This completes the proof for case 1.
Case 2: a 2 (w; c(w)). First, we make a change of variable. It is easy to verify that
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1()
=
1

Z
D
log
   a   wc(w)
dv1() + log (w) + log c:
In general, for a 2 D,
Z
D
log j   ajdv1()

Z
f2C:j aj<1g
log j   ajdv1()
=
Z
D
log jjdv1()
  
2
:
Therefore
1

Z
D
log j   ajdv1()   1=2:
So
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1()  log (w) + log c   1=2:
On the other hand,
log
jz   aj
jw   zj + (w)  log
jz   aj
jw   zj + jw   aj  0:
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So
log
jz   aj
jw   zj + (w) 
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log j   ajdv1()
  log (w)   log c + 1=2:
Taking C = log 2 + 1=2 will complete the proof. 
More generally, for a polynomial of one variable, it is easy to prove the following.
Lemma 3.2.5. There exists C > 0 such that for any polynomial p 2 C[z] of degree d, 0 < c < 1
and any z;w 2 D, we have
log
jp(z)j
(jz   wj + (w))d 
1
v1((w; c(w)))
Z
(w;c(w))
log jp()jdv1()
 d log (w)   d log c + dC:
Proof. The proof is immediate once we write p(z) = a0(z   a1)    (z   ad) and apply Lemma
3.2.4. 
Remark 3.2.6. In general, if a polynomial p of degree d is defined on a disc (; r), then the
polynomial
f (z) = p(rz + )
has the same degree with p and is defined on D. For z 2 (; r) and (w; s)  (; r), z r 2 D,
(w r ; s=r)  D. Apply Lemma 3.2.5 to f , we get
log
jp(z)j
(jz   wj=r + d(w; @(; r))=r)d
= log
j f ( z r )j
(j z r   w r j + (w r ))d
 1
v1((w r ; s=r))
Z
(w r ;s=r)
log j f ()jdv1()   d log s=r + dC
=
1
v1((w; s))
Z
(w;s)
log jp()jdv1()   d log s=r + dC:
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We will use Lemma 3.2.5 in this form in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.
Note also that Lemma 3.2.5 holds trivially for p  0 with any positive number d since the left
side is  1.
We are proving Theorem 3.2.1 by induction on the dimension. In order to do the induction, we
need to choose the basis carefully.
Lemma 3.2.7. Suppose h 2 Hol(U), whereU is an open neighborhood of 0 2 Cn, h . 0, then there
exists an orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; eng of Cn, such that for every i 2 f1;    ; ng, h is not identically
zero on Cei \ U.
Lemma 3.2.7 can be implied by [8, Lemma 2, Page 33]. To avoid employing more terminolo-
gies we give a straightforward proof. We thank Hui Dan for suggesting this proof to us.
Proof. In the case when n = 1, the conclusion is obvious. In the case when n = 2, notice that
h(z1; z2); (z¯2; z¯1)i = 0 for all pairs (z1; z2). Let
f (z1; z2) = h(z1; z2)h(z¯2; z¯1);
then f is a product of two non-zero holomorphic functions. Thus f is not identically 0. Pick any
(z1; z2) , 0 so that f (z) , 0 and normalize f(z1; z2); (z¯2; z¯1)g into an orthonormal basis. This will
satisfy our condition.
Next we prove the general case by induction, suppose we have shown the result for U  Cn 1.
Now forU  Cn, pick z , 0 so that h(z) , 0. Pick a two dimensional subspace L  Cn containing z,
then hjL . 0. Since dim L = 2, by the previous argument we have orthonormal v1 and v2 2 L so that
h is not identically 0 on Cv1 and Cv2. Now consider L0 = v?1 , since v2 2 L0, hjL0 . 0. By induction,
we have orthonormal fe2; : : : ; eng  L0 such that h is not identically 0 on Cei, i = 2; : : : ; n. The set
fv1; e2; : : : ; eng is the desired basis. This completes the proof. 
Notations: Under the setting of Theorem 3.2.1, and assume further that h is not identically 0
on the complex n   1 dimensional affine space passing through  and tangent to 
 at . Applying
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Lemma 3.2.7 on this n   1 dimensional affine space we get n   1 vectors fe1; : : : ; en 1g such that
together with the unit normal vector at , they form an orthonormal basis for Cn, and that h is not
identically 0 on each complex line  + Cei , i = 1; : : : ; n   1. We denote en to be the unit normal
vector at .
For anyw in a sufficiently small neighborhood of , let ewn be the unit normal vector at (w), then
ewn depend continuously on w and the definition is consistent at the point . Fix e
w
n , use the Gram-
Schmidt method on fe1; : : : ; en 1g to obtain a new orthonormal basis, denoted by few1 ; : : : ; ewn g. For
any n-tuple of complex numbers  = (1; : : : ; n), use w to denote the point in Cn having coordinate
 under the basis few1 ; : : : ; ewn g, i.e., w =
Pn
i=1 ie
w
i .
In the case when h is identically 0 on the n 1 dimensional affine space at  tangent to
 at , we
can factor a polynomial out of h, and the rest is not identically 0 on the affine space. Indeed, assume
for the moment that the normal vector at  is (0; : : : ; 0; 1), and that  = 0, then h(z) = zmn h
0(z) for
some positive integer m, in a neighborhood of , where h0 satisfies our assumption.
Lemma 3.2.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1, and assume further that h is not identi-
cally 0 along the normal direction at , there exist a neighborhood V of  and constants  > 0,
0 < m < M and k > 0 such that for any i = 1; : : : ; n and any w 2 V , we have (w) < 2. Also,
whenever jw   wj < , we have decompositions
h(w) = Wwi ()'
w
i ():
Here the functions Wwi and '
w
i are such that when we fix all variables but i, the function W
w
i is
either identically 0 or a polynomial in i of degree less than k. Moreover, m < j'wi ()j < M.
We write d(w; i; ) for the degree of the polynomial Wwi (). If we let d(w; i; ) = 0 when the
polynomial is identically 0, then Lemma 3.2.8 says d(w; i; )  k. In the subsequent discussion,
when no confusion is caused, we simply write d for d(w; i; ).
Proof. First, notice that the condition (w) < 2 can be easily satisfied by simply shrinking the
neighborhood V . We show the rest can also be achieved.
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According to our discussion proceeding Lemma 3.2.8, h can be written as a product of a poly-
nomial with some h0 such that h0 is not identically 0 on the complex n  1 dimensional affine space
tangent to 
 at . So we get a set of parameterized basis fewi gni=1 where w ranges over a small
neighborhood V1 of .
We prove the lemma for h0, and the result for h follows immediately. For simplicity, write h for
h0. The case when h() , 0 is obvious, we assume h() = 0.
By our construction, h is not identically 0 on each complex line  + Cei . The proofs for all i’s
are the same. For convenience, we only prove the case i = 1.
Without loss of generality, assume  = 0. Since zero points in dimension 1 are isolated, we
can take r > 0 small enough so that the function h((z1; 00)) has no zero points other than z1 = 0
on the closed disc f(z1; 00) : jz1j  rg. Denote m1 for its degree. By continuity, there exists  > 0
such that whenever j(2; : : : ; n)j <  and jw    j < , h((z1; 2; : : : ; n)w) has no zeros on the closed
ring f(z1; 2; : : : ; n)w : r=2  jz1j  rg. By Rouché’s Theorem, the function has exactly m1 zeros
(counting multiplicity) in the disc f(z1; 2; : : : ; n)w : jz1j < r=2g.
Therefore, for such 0 := (2; : : : ; n) and w we have decomposition
h((z1; 0)w) = Ww1 (z1; 
0)'w1 (z1; 
0):
Here Ww1 is a monic polynomial of degree m1 in z1, with zeros inside fz1 : jz1j < r=2g and 'w1 is
holomorphic in z1 and zero-free on fz1 : jz1j  rg. In fact, for jz1j = r,
j'w1 (z1; 0)j =
jh((z1; 0)w)j
jWw1 (z1; 0)j
:
Since
(
1
2
r)m1  jWw1 (z1; 0)j  (
3
2
r)m1
and jh((z1; 0)w)j can be taken uniformly bounded and bounded away from 0 for all 0 and w, by
possibly shrinking V1 and . So there exists 0 < m < M such that m  j'w1 (z1; 0)j  M on the circle
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fz1 : jz1j = rg. By the Maximum Principle, it also holds for jz1j < r.
Shrink  to make  < r. Now for j1j < r, j0j <  and jw   j < , we have the above
decomposition and 'wi has the above estimate. Now take V = B(; =2) and  = =2, if jw  wj < 
and w 2 V ,
jj = jwj  jw   wj + jwj <  < r:
This completes our proof when h = h0 and i = 1. For the general case, one easily sees that by
modifying the constants the decomposition works for all i. We remind the reader that from h0 to h,
when we multiply a polynomial toWwi , the resulting polynomial might be zero on certain complex
lines. But this will not influence our final estimate. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. First, we could replace U by a smaller neighborhood so that (z;w) 2 K
for any z;w 2 U \
 for some  > 0 so that the all the previous lemmas involving K hold.
Note that vn(E(w; 1))  (w)n+1  jr(w)jn+1, it is sufficient to show that
jh(z) f (w)j . jX(z;w)j
N
jr(w)jN
1
vn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
First, consider the case where h() , 0. Since jX(z;w)j & (w) & jr(w)j, we only need to show
jh(z) f (w)j . 1
vn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
Take a neighborhood V1  U of  so that 0 < m < jhj < M on V1, for some constant m;M. Take
V  V1 and  > 0 so that B(w; )  V1 for w 2 V . By Lemma 3.1.4, the size of E(w; 1) tends to 0
as w approaches @
, so we can shrink V so that E(w; 1)  V1 whenever w 2 V \
. For w 2 V \
,
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z 2 B(w; ) \
,
j f (w)j  1
vn(Pw(a1(w); b1(w)1=2))
Z
Pw(a1(w);b1(w)1=2)
j f ()jdvn()
 vn(E(w; 1))
vn(Pw(a1(w); b1(w)1=2))
1
vn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
j f ()jdvn()
.
1
vn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
j f ()jdvn():
Since 0 < m < jh(z)j < M for z 2 V1, we have
jh(z) f (w)j  Mj f (w)j
.
M
vn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
j f ()jdvn()
 M
mvn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn()
.
1
vn(E(w; 1))
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
This completes the proof for the case h() , 0.
Now assume h() = 0. First, we show that we could assume h to be not identically 0 along the
normal direction at .
Claim: There is a biholomorphic map  defined on a neighborhood of 
 such that h  is not
identically 0 along the complex normal direction of (
) at the point ().
Assume the claim and suppose we have proved the theorem in the case when h is not identically
0 along the complex normal direction. Then the result holds for the function h0 = h   1 defined
in a neighborhood U0 = (U) of 0 = (), for the domain 
0 = (
). Thus we have V 0  U0,
0 > 0 and N > 0 as stated in the theorem. Let V =  1(V 0), then we can find  > 0 so that
(B(w; ))  B((w); 0) for any w 2 V . For f 2 Hol(E(w; 1)), since biholomorphic maps preserve
the Kobayashi distance, f 0 = f  1 2 Hol(E((w); 1). So for any w 2 V \
 and z 2 B(w; )\

we have
jh0((z)) f 0((w))j . jX
0((z);(w))jN
jr   1((w))jN+n+1
Z
E((w);1)
jh0() f 0()jdvn():
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Since  is biholomorphic in a neighborhood of 
, the absolute value of its real Jacobian is both
bounded above and away from 0. Combining this with Lemma 3.1.10, we get
jh(z) f (w)j = jh0((z)) f 0((w))j . jX(z;w)j
N
jr(w)jN+n+1
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
This is our desired result.
Now we prove the claim. For any r > 0 one can take a ball B in Cn of radius r that is tangent to

 at the point . If we make r small enough we can also assume that the center of B is contained
in 
\U. By doing a translation and an invertible linear transformation (which are biholomorphic
maps) we can assume that B is the unit ball in Cn. Now 0 2 
\U, so h is defined in a neighborhood
of 0. Since h is not identically 0, it is not identically 0 in any open set. Since 
 is bounded, we can
find an  close enough to 0 so that h() , 0 and the automorphism of Bn defined by
'(z) =
   P(z)   (1   jj2)1=2Q(z)
1   hz; i
is defined and biholomorphic in a neighborhood of 
. Recall that ' has properties '(0) =  and
'2 = id (cf. [40]). It is easy to show that the domains '(
) and '(Bn) = Bn are tangent at '().
Therefore they have the same complex normal direction at '(), which is just the one determined
by the points 0 and '(). Since h' 1 (0) = h() , 0, h' is not identically 0 along the complex
normal direction. This proves the claim.
Now we prove the theorem assuming h() = 0 and h is not identically 0 along the complex
normal direction. At this point, we could apply Lemma 3.2.8 to get decompositions
h(w) = Wwi ()'
w
i ()
with stated properties.
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By Lemma 3.1.4, there exist a1; a2; b1; b2 > 0 for w close enough to @
, such that
Pw(a1(w); b1(w)1=2)  E(w; 1)  Pw(a2(w); b2(w)1=2):
Since these sets have comparable volume measures, we only need to prove Theorem 3.2.1 with
E(w; 1) replaced by the polydisk above on the left.
We will use induction to prove the lemma.
Let V , , k, m, M be defined as in Lemma 3.2.8. Let a = minfa1; b1; 1g. Fix w 2 V \ 
, in
the rest of the proof, we will always use the orthonormal basis fewi g instead of the canonical one.
To simplify notation, we omit any w in the subscript or superscript. Therefore  means w and Wi
meansWwi , etc.. We could also do a translation to make w = 0.
For z 2 B(w; a4n ), suppose z = (z1; : : : ; zn). Since jz wj < , the polynomial in ,W1(; z2; : : : ; zn)
is well defined. Since jz1j  jzj = jz   wj, the point z1 is in the disc (0; jz   wj + (w)1=2). Also.
(0; a4n(w)
1=2)  (0; jz   wj + (w)1=2). By Lemma 3.2.5 and the Remark after it,
log
jW1(z1; : : : ; zn)j
(jz1j=(jz   wj + (w)1=2) + 1)d
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jW1(1; z2; : : : ; zn)jdv1(1)
 d log
a
4n(w)
1=2
jz   wj + (w)1=2 + dC:
Since the denominator on the left side is greater than 1 and since jz wj+ (w)1=2 . jX(z;w)j1=2, by
changing the constant C we have
log jW1(z1; : : : ; zn)j
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jW1(1; z2; : : : ; zn)jdv1(1)
 d=2 log (w)jX(z;w)j + dC:
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Now for 1 2 (0; a4n(w)1=2),
j(1; z2; : : : ; zn)   wj  j1j + jz   wj  (w)
1=2
4n
+

4n
<

2n
< :
So '1(1; z2; : : : ; zn) is well defined and bounded below and above by 0 < m < M. Therefore
log jh(z1; : : : ; zn)j
= log jW1(z1; : : : ; zn)j + log j'1(z1; : : : ; zn)j
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jW1(1; z2; : : : ; zn)jdv1(1)
 d=2 log (w)jX(z;w)j + dC + logM
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jh(1; z2; : : : ; zn)jdv1(1)
 d=2 log (w)jX(z;w)j + dC + log
M
m
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jh(1; z2; : : : ; zn)jdv1(1)
 k=2 log (w)jX(z;w)j + kC + log
M
m
:
Here the last inequality is because d = d(w; 1; z)  k. Since jX(z;w)j
(w) & 1,
M
m  1, therefore by
enlarging the constant C we could make the sum of the coefficients of d positive. Since d  k, we
have the last inequality.
Now, for 1 2 (0; a4n(w)1=2), we have shown that j(1; z2; : : : ; zn)   wj < 2n < , also notice
that for 2 2 (0; a4n(w)1=2),
j(1; 2; z3; : : : ; zn)   wj  j1j + j2j + jz   wj  2(w)
1=2
4n
+

4n
 3
4n
< ;
This means that we could replace z by (1; z2; : : : ; zn) and repeat the above argument on the
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second index. We get
log jh(1; z2; : : : ; zn)j
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jh(1; 2; z3; : : : ; zn)jdv1(2)
 k=2 log (w)jX(z;w)j + kC + log
M
m
:
In general, for i 2 (0; a4n(w)1=2), i = 1; : : : ; n   1,
j(1; : : : ; i; zi+1; : : : ; zn)   wj < (i + 1)4n < =4;
So we can repeat the arguments above for each of the first n   1 indices to get
log jh(1; : : : ; i; zi+1; : : : ; zn)j
 1
v1((0; a4n(w)
1=2))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)
log jh(1; : : : ; i+1; zi+2; : : : ; zn)jdv1(i+1)
 k=2 log (w)jX(z;w)j + kC + log
M
m
:
Combining the inequalities in each step, we get
log jh(z1; : : : ; zn)j
 1
vn 1((0; a4n(w)
1=2)n 1)
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)n 1
log jh(0; zn)jdvn 1(0)
 k(n   1)
2
log
(w)
jX(z;w)j + k(n   1)C + (n   1) log
M
m
:
The n   th index represents the normal direction at w, we handle it a little differently.
We have already showed that j(0; zn)   wj < 4 . So the decomposition in Lemma 3.2.8 still
makes sense. For the polynomial Wn(0; n), apply Lemma 3.2.5 on the disc (1; 1 + jznj + (w)),
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taking average on (0; a4(w)). Clearly zn 2 (1; 1 + jznj + (w)). We get
log
jWn(0; zn)j
(2jznj + (w))d
 1
v1((0; a4(w)))
Z
(0; a4 (w))
log jWn(0; n)jdv1(n)   d log(a4(w)) + dC
=
1
v1((0; a4(w)))
Z
(0; a4 (w))
log jWn(0; n)jdv1(n)   d log (w) + dC:
Note that the constant C has changed in the process.
Again, since 2jznj + (w) . jX(z;w)j, we have
log jWn(0; zn)j
 1
v1((0; a4(w)))
Z
(0; a4 (w))
log jWn(0; n)jdv1(n)
 d log (w) + d log jX(z;w)j + dC
 1
v1((0; a4(w)))
Z
(0; a4 (w))
log jWn(0; n)jdv1(n)
+k log
jX(z;w)j
(w)
+ kC:
And therefore
log jh(0; zn)j
 1
v1((0; a4(w)))
Z
(0; a4 (w))
log jh(0; n)jdv1(n)
+k log
jX(z;w)j
(w)
+ kC + log
M
m
:
Again, substituting it into the previous estimate we get
log jh(z)j
 1
vn((0; a4n(w)
1=2)n 1  (0; a4(w)))
Z
(0; a4n (w)
1=2)n 1(0; a4 (w))
log jh()jdvn()
+(k +
k(n   1)
2
) log
jX(z;w)j
(w)
+ knC + n log
M
m
:
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Note that (0; a4n(w)
1=2)n 1  (0; a4(w)) = Pw( a4(w); a4n(w)1=2). Combining the constants, we
get
log jh(z)j  1
vn(Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2)
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn() (3.5)
+N log
jX(z;w)j
(w)
+C: (3.6)
Here N = (k + k(n 1)2 ). The polydisc Pw(
a
4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2) is obviously contained in the polydisc
Pw(a1(w); b1(w)1=2): Since log j f j is pluri-subharmonic, we have
log j f (w)j  1
vn(Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log j f ()jdvn():
Adding them up we have
log jh(z) f (w)j
 1
vn(Pw(a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh() f ()jdvn()
+N log
jX(z;w)j
(w)
+C:
Apply the Jensen’s inequality, we get
jh(z) f (w)j . jX(z;w)j
N
(w)N
1
vn(Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
jh() f ()jdvn():
Finally, since Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2)  E(w; 1) and vn(Pw( a4(w); a4n(w)1=2))  vn(E(w; 1))  (w)n+1,
we have for any w 2 V and z 2 B(w; a16n )
jh(z) f (w)j
.
jX(z;w)jN
(w)N+n+1
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn()
 jX(z;w)j
N
jr(w)jN+n+1
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
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This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3. As usual, we will not keep track of the constant C in the estimate. So the
notation C may denote different constants in the proof.
A key step in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 is to obtain inequality 3.5. We could apply the proof
of Lemma 3.2.1 to every point  2 @
. Since 
 is bounded, @
 is compact. Thus we get a
finite cover fVigmi=1 of @
 where each Vi corresponds to some point i in @
. It is easy to see that
one can adjust so that the same set of constants work for all points. That is to say, there exist a
neighborhood V = [Vi of @
 and constants  > 0, N > 0, C > 0 such that 8w 2 V , jz   wj < ,
log jh(z)j  1
vn(Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn()
+N log
jX(z;w)j
(w)
+C:
Note that this includes pairs (z;w) 2 K0 for some 0 > 0. We are left with the case when (z;w) <
K0 . For such pairs, F(z;w) is bounded below and above.
Fix finite number of points z1; : : : ; zk 2 
 so that h(zi) , 0 and for any w 2 V there exists some
zi so that jzi   wj < . Also, jX(z;w)j is bounded above for all z;w 2 
. Therefore for any w 2 V ,
1
vn(Pw(a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn()
+N log
1
(w)
+C
 1
vn(Pw(a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn()
+N log
jX(zi;w)j
(w)
+C
 log jh(zi)j  C:
By compactness, for w 2 
nV ,
1
vn(Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn() + N log 1
(w)
> C
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for some constant C. For (z;w) < K0 , F(z;w) is bounded below, Thus
1
vn(Pw( a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn() + N log F(z;w)
(w)
> C
for some constant C. Since h is bounded above on 
, there is some constant C such that
1
vn(Pw(a4(w);
a
4n(w)
1=2))
Z
Pw( a4 (w);
a
4n (w)
1=2)
log jh()jdvn() + N log F(z;w)
(w)
 log jh(z)j  C:
Therefore the inequality above holds for all z;w 2 
.
The rest of the proof is as in the last part of Theorem 3.2.1. This completes the proof. 
We are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.2.9. Suppose 
  Cn is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth bound-
ary, h 2 Hol(
), then the principal submodule of the Bergman module L2a(
) generated by h is
p-essentially normal for all p > n.
The proof of the following lemma is the same as [16, Lemma 5.1].
Lemma 3.2.10. Suppose 2  p < 1 and G(z;w) is a measurable function in 
 
. Let AG be the
integral operator on L2(
) defined by
AG f (z) =
Z


G(z;w)
F(z;w)n+1
f (w)dvn(w):
If Z


Z


jG(z;w)jp
F(z;w)2(n+1)
dvn(z)dvn(w) < 1;
then the operator AG is in the Schatten p class Sp.
It is usually easier to do estimations in spaces of higher weight. The following lemma allows
us to replace Mzi with the ones with higher weight.
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Lemma 3.2.11. Let Mzi be the adjoint of multiplication operator on the Bergman space L
2
a(
),
i = 1; : : : ; n. Let l be a positive integer and Gl be as in Lemma 3.1.6. Let Gi be the operator on
L2a(
) defined by
Gi f (z) =
Z


w¯i f (w)Gl(z;w)jr(w)jldvn(w);
then the operator Gi is a bounded operator on L2a(
) and Gi   Mzi is in the Schatten p class Sp on
L2a(
), for any p > 2n.
Proof. The fact that Gi is bounded on L2a(
) can be obtained by Schur’s test. By Lemma 3.1.6,
jGi f (z)j .
Z


j f (w)jjr(w)jl
F(z;w)n+1+l
dvn(w):
Let h(w) = jr(w)j 1=2, by Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.8,
Z


jr(w)jl
F(z;w)n+1+l
h(w)dvn(w) . h(z)
and Z


jr(z)jl
F(z;w)n+1+l
h(z)dvn(w) . h(w):
By Schur’s test, Gl defines a bounded operator on L2a(
).
Now for any f 2 L2a(
)  L2a;l(
),
 
Gi   Mzi

f (z)
=
Z


w¯i f (w)
 jr(w)jlGl(z;w)   K(z;w)dvn(w)
=
Z


(w¯i   z¯i) f (w) jr(w)jlGl(z;w)   K(z;w)dvn(w):
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Since jr(w)j  F(z;w), we have
 Gi   Mzi f (z)
.
Z


jw   zjj f (w)j 1
F(z;w)n+1
dvn(w):
Now writeG(z;w) = jz wj and apply Lemma 3.2.10, by Lemma 3.1.13, for any 2n < p < 2(n+ 1)
Z


Z


jz   wjp
F(z;w)2(n+1)
.
Z


Z


1
F(z;w)2n+2 p=2
dvn(w)dvn(z)
.
Z


jr(w)jp=2 n 1dvn(w)
< 1:
Therefore Gi   Mzi 2 Sp for 2n < p < 2(n + 1). If p  2(n + 1), S2n+1  Sp, we also have
Gi   Mzi 2 Sp. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.9. The fact that L2a(
) itself is p essentially normal for p > n follows from
 
MziMzi   MziMzi

f (z)
=
Z


(jwij2   ziw¯i) f (w)K(z;w)
=
Z


w¯i(wi   zi) f (w)K(z;w)
=
Z


(w¯i   z¯i)(wi   zi) f (w)K(z;w)
=
Z


jwi   zij2 f (w)K(z;w)
and a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.11. By Proposition 4.1 in [5], we only need
to show that the commutator
[P;Mzi] = PMzi   MziP = PMzi   PMziP = PMziP?
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is in Sp for p > 2n. Here P is the orthogonal projection onto the principal submodule generated
by h. This is equivalent to P?MziP being in the same class, which, by Lemma 3.2.11, is equivalent
to P?GiP being in the same class. Functions of the form h f where f 2 L2a(
) are dense in the
submodule generated by h. Notice that
kP?GiP(h f )k  kGi(h f )   MhGi f k:
We only need to estimate the norm on the right side. Using a similar trick as above, we get
Gi(h f )   MhGi f (z)
=
Z


w¯i(h(w)   h(z)) f (w)Gl(z;w)jr(w)jldvn(w)
=
Z


(w¯i   z¯i)(h(w)   h(z)) f (w)Gl(z;w)jr(w)jldvn(w)
=
Z


(w¯i   z¯i)h(w) f (w)Gl(z;w)jr(w)jldvn(w)
 
Z


(w¯i   z¯i)h(z) f (w)Gl(z;w)jr(w)jldvn(w):
So
Gi(h f )   MhGi f (z)

Z


jh(w) f (w)j 1
F(z;w)n+1=2
dvn(w) +
Z


jh(z) f (w)j jw   zjjr(w)j
l
F(z;w)n+1+l
dvn(w)
= I(h f ) + II(h f ):
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We look at the second part, By Lemma 3.2.3,
II(h f )(z) 
Z


Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()j F(z;w)
N
jr(w)jn+1+N
jw   zjjr(w)jl
F(z;w)n+1+l
dvn()dvn(w)
.
Z


Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()j jr(w)j
l N n 1
F(z;w)n+1=2+l N
dvn()dvn(w)
=
Z


Z
E(;1)
jr(w)jl N n 1
F(z;w)n+1=2+l N
dvn(w)jh() f ()jdvn()
.
Z


jr()jl N
F(z; )n+1=2+l N
jh() f ()jdvn():
where the last inequality comes from Lemma 3.1.12 and Lemma 3.1.4. We could take l > N in the
beginning. Since jr()j  F(z; ), we get
II(h f )(z) .
Z


1
F(z; )n+1=2
jh() f ()jdvn():
Altogether we have
Gi(h f )   MhGi f (z) . Z


jh(w) f (w)j 1
F(z;w)n+1=2
dvn(w):
Take G(z;w) = F(z;w)1=2 and apply Lemma 3.2.10 as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.11, we get our
desired result. This completes the proof. 
3.3 The Hardy Space
Up until now our discussion are restricted to the Bergman space. As can be seen from the
proofs, our method in this chapter depend essentially on inequality (3.4). With a little adjustment
we are now ready to treat the Hardy space.
Recall that for a function f on Cn and z 2 Cn, the Laplacian  f (z) = 4Pni=1 @2@zi@z¯i f (z). The
gradient r f (z) is the vector

@ f
@z1
(z);    ; @ f
@zn
(z);
@ f
@z¯1
(z);    ; @ f
@z¯n
(z)

:
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The following two lemmas are elementary, we list them for future reference.
Lemma 3.3.1 (Green’s second identity). Let 
  Rn be a domain with smooth boundary, ' and  
are twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of 
, then
Z


( '   ' )dv =
Z
@

( 
@'
@n
  '@ 
@n
)ds:
Lemma 3.3.2. For any C2 function f ; g,
( f g) = ( f )g + f (g) + 4hr f ;rg¯i:
For holomorphic functions we have the following estimate.
Lemma 3.3.3. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any f 2 Hol(
) and z 2 
,
jr f (z)j  C 1jr(z)jn+2
Z
E(z;1)
j f (w)jdv(w):
As a consequence, for any l  0,
kr f kL2a;l+2(
) . k f   f
kL2a;l(
)
where f
 =
R


f dv.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.4, E(z; 1)  Pz(ajr(z)j; bjr(z)j1=2) for some a; b > 0. Let us temporarily use
a local coordinate system (w1; : : : ;wn) such that the first coordinate represents the complex normal
direction at z. Let
f˜ (w) = f (z + (ajr(z)jw1; bjr(z)j1=2w0))
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where w0 = (w2; : : : ;wn), then f˜ is defined in Bn and
jr f˜ (0)j .
Z
Bn
j f˜ (w)jdv(w)
= a2b2(n 1)jr(z)jn+1
Z
Pz(ajr(z)j;bjr(z)j1=2)
j f ()jdv()
. jr(z)j (n+1)
Z
E(z;1)
j f ()jdv():
On the other hand,
jr f˜ (0)j & jr(z)jjr f (z)j:
Therefore
jr f (z)j . jr(z)j (n+2)
Z
E(z;1)
j f ()jdv():
This proves the first assertion. For the second assertion, assume without loss of generality that
f
 = 0.
Z


jr f (z)j2jr(z)jl+2dv(z)
.
Z


jr(z)j 2(n+2)+l+2
 Z
E(z;1)
j f ()jdv()
2
dv(z)

Z


jr(z)jl 2(n+1)
Z
E(z;1)
j f ()j2dv()  v(E(z; 1))dv(z)
.
Z


Z
E(z;1)
jr(z)jl (n+1)j f ()j2dv()
=
Z


Z
E(;1)
jr(z)jl (n+1)dv(z)j f ()j2dv()
.
Z


j f ()j2jr()jldv():
This completes the proof. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.2.3, we obtain the following inequality.
Lemma 3.3.4. Assume the same as Theorem 3.2.3, then there exists an M > 0 such that 8w; z 2 
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and 8 f 2 Hol(
),
jrh(z) f (w)j . F(z;w)
M
jr(w)jn+2+M
Z
E(w;2)
jh() f ()jdv():
Proof. Since the entries of rh are all holomorphic and defined in a neighborhood of 
, we can
apply Theorem 3.2.3 to (the entries of) rh. There exists some M > 0 such that
h(z) f (w)j . F(z;w)
M
jr(w)jn+1+M
Z
E(w;1)
jrh() f ()jdv():
Therefore,
jrh(z) f (w)j . F(z;w)
M
jr(w)jn+1+M
Z
E(w;1)
jrh() f ()jdv()
.
F(z;w)M
jr(w)jn+1+M
Z
E(w;1)
1
jr()jn+2
Z
E(;1)
jh()jdv()j f ()jdv()
.
F(z;w)M
jr(w)jn+1+M
Z
E(w;1)
Z
E(;1)
1
jr()jn+2
F(; )N
jr()jn+1+N

Z
E(;1)
jh() f ()jdv()dv()dv()
 F(z;w)
M
jr(w)jn+1+M
Z
E(w;2)
Z
E(;1)
Z
E(;2)
F(; )N
jr()j2n+3+N dv()dv()jh() f ()jdv()
.
F(z;w)M
jr(w)jn+1+M
Z
E(w;2)
1
jr()j jh() f ()jdv()
.
F(z;w)M
jr(w)jn+2+M
Z
E(w;2)
jh() f ()jdv():

In Section 3.2 we have used some properties of the weighted Bergman kernel. In fact, we have
a stronger estimate.
Lemma 3.3.5. For any nonnegative integer l, there exist C1 functions Gl, Hl on 
 
 such that
Kl(z;w) = Gl(z;w)(X(z;w)) n 1 l + Hl(z;w) log(X(z;w)):
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As a consequence,
jKl(z;w)j . 1F(z;w)n+1+l
jrzKl(z;w)j . 1F(z;w)n+2+l
Proof. The two inequalities are straightforward once the description of Kl(z;w) is obtained. To
prove this equation, notice that the case l = 0 is exactly Corollary 1.7 in [9]. To prove the general
case, consider the domain

l = f(z; ) 2 Cn  Cl : r(z) + jj2 < 0g:
The reproducing kernel of the unweighted Bergman space on 
l has the form
K
l((z; ); (w; )) = G
0
l((z; ); (w; ))Xl((z; ); (w; ))
n+1+l + H0l ((z; ); (w; )) log(Xl((z; ); (w; ))):
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [32], the function
Kl(z;w) = K
l((z; 0); (w; 0))
gives exactly the reproducing kernel of L2a;l(
). It is easy to check that
X(z;w) = Xl((z; 0); (w; 0)):
The rest of the lemma follows by straight forward computation. This completes the proof. 
Boas and Straube [7] proved the following improved version of Poincare inequality.
Theorem 3.3.6. Let
 be a bounded domain in Rn whose boundary is locally the graph of a Hölder
continuous function of exponent , where 0    1, and suppose 1  p < 1. Let H be a cone
in W1;ploc (
) such that the closure of H \ W1;p(
; ) in W1;p(
; ) contains no nonzero constant
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function, then there is a constant C such that
kukp  Ckruk
for every function u in H, where  denotes the distance to the boundary of 
.
Corollary 3.3.7. Let 
 be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in Cn with C1 boundary,
then,
k f   f
kL2a(
)  kr f kL2a;2(
):
Proof. We have proved one side of inequality in Lemma 3.3.3. Now let H = f f   f
 : f 2 L2a;lg
and apply Theorem 3.3.6, we get the other half of inequality. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.3.8. Let 
 be a bounded domain in Cn with C1 boundary, then
k f   f
kH2(
)  kr f kL2a;1(
):
Proof. Assume without generality that f is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
. Also, since we
can replace f with f   f
, we assume f
 = 0.
Applying Lemma 3.3.1 for  = j f j2 and ' = r, note that r = 0 on @
, we have
Z


j f j2rdv +
Z


( r)j f j2dv =
Z
@

j f j2 @r
@n
d: (3.7)
Notice that r < 0 on 
, we have jrj =  r on 
. Applying Lemma 3.3.2, we get j f j2 = 2jr f j2.
Thus the second term on the left hand side of equation 3.7 is exactly 2kr f k2
L2a;1(
)
.
Since r is the defining function of 
, @r
@n > 0 on @
, by compactness, there exists 0 < c < C
such that @r
@n > c on @
. Therefore
k f k2H2(
) 
Z
@

j f j2 @r
@n
d:
Also, since r is defined and C1 on Cn, by compactness, there exists C > 0 such that jrj < C
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on 
. Hence Z


j f j2rdv . k f k2L2a(
):
Since we have assumed f
 = 0, we can apply Theorem 3.3.6. This gives us
k f k2L2a(
) . kr f k
2
L2a;2(
)
:
Combining the above inequalities, we get
k f kH2(
) . kr f kL2a;2(
) + kr f kL2a;1(
) . kr f kL2a;1(
): (3.8)
On the other hand, moving the first term of equation 3.7 to the right and then applying the above
inequality we get
kr f kL2a;1(
) . k f kL2a(
) + k f kH2(
) . k f kH2(
): (3.9)
This completes the proof.

The following result is well-known on the unit ball [19], we give a proof for the general case
for future reference.
Proposition 3.3.9. Suppose T is a bounded linear operator from a closed subspace L of H2(
) to
H2(
). If there exists a constant C such that for any f 2 L,
kT f kH2(
)  Ck f kL2a(
);
then the operator TPL belongs to the Schatten class Cp for any p > 2n.
Proof. Let us first prove the analogues statement on the Bergman spaces, i.e., suppose T : L !
L2a;l(
) is bounded and moreover,
kT f kL2a;l(
) . k f kL2a;l+1(
); 8 f 2 L;
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then TPL 2 Cp for any p > 2n. Here PL is the orthogonal projection onto L. By assumption, for
any f 2 L,
kT f kL2a;l(
) . k f kL2a;l+1(
) = kjrj1=2 f kL2(
;jrjldv) = kR f kL2(
;jrjldv)
where
R f (z) =
Z


jr(z)j1=2Kl(z;w)jr(w)jl f (w)dv(w); f 2 L2(
; jrjldv):
It is easy to construct a bounded operator A such that TPL = ARPL. We will show that R 2 Cp,
8p > 2n. Thus the assertion for TPL follows.
Using the same interpolation technique as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [16], we know that it
suffices to show that for p > 2n,
Ip :=
Z


Z


jr(z)jp=2jKl(z;w)j2jr(w)jljr(z)jldv(w)dv(z) < 1:
By Lemma 3.3.5,
Ip .
Z


Z


jr(z)jp=2+ljr(w)jl
F(z;w)2(n+1+l)
dv(w)dv(z)
.
Z


jr(z)jp=2 n 1dv(z)
< 1:
This completes the prove for L2a;l(
). For H
2(
), let H20(
) be the subspace of H
2(
) consisting of
functions f with f
 = 0. Proposition 3.3.8 tells us that the operator r sends the subspace H20(
) to
a closed subspace of L2a;1(
) 
 Cn. Therefore rr = V + F where V is invertible and rankF = 1.
Consider the operator T˜ from rL to L2a;1(
) 
 Cn defined by
T˜ (r f ) = rT f ; 8 f 2 L:
Then
kT˜r f kL2a;1(
)
Cn . kT f kH2(
) . k f kH2(
) . kr f kL2a;1(
)
Cn :
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Moreover
kT˜r f kL2a;1(
)
Cn . kT f kH2(
) . k f kL2a(
) . kr f kL2a;2(
)
Cn :
Therefore the previous arguments apply to T˜ . We have T˜ PrL 2 Cp, 8p > 2n. Notice that
rT˜ PrLrPL = rrTPL, we obtain that T 2 Cp for any p > 2n. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.3.10. Suppose 
  Cn is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth
boundary and h is a holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood of 
. Then for any p > n,
the principal submodule [h]  H2(
) is p-essentially normal.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 in [5], it suffices to show that the commutators [P;Mzi] belong to Cp for
all p > 2n. Here P is the orthogonal projection onto the principal submodule [h]. It is easy to show
that
[P;Mzi] =  (I   P)MziP:
For f 2 O(
), we want to find a function in P that is close to Mzi(h f ). We are going to show that,
for sufficiently large l, the function hTi( f ), where
Ti( f )(z) =
Z


wi f (w)Kl(z;w)jr(w)jldv(w)
is close enough to Mzi(h f ). First, it is easy to show by Schur’s test that the integral kernel
wiKl(z;w)jr(w)jl defines a bounded operator on L2a(
). Therefore when f 2 O(
)  L2a(
), we
have
Ti f 2 L2a(
)  H2(
):
Therefore hTi( f ) 2 [h]. Next let us estimate the norm of Mzi(h f )   hTi( f ). let us denote
S (h f )(z) = zih f   hTi( f ):
For  > 0, recall that

 = fz 2 
 : r(z) <  g:
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By the Green’s second identity,
Z
@

jS (h f )(z)j2 @r
@n
(z)d(z)
=
Z
@

@jS (h f )j2
@n
(z)r(z)d(z) +
Z


jS (h f )(z)j2r(z)dv(z)
 
Z


(jS (h f )j2)(z)r(z)dv(z)
. I + II + III:
Here
I = 
Z
@

rjS (h f )j2d(z);
II =
Z


jS (h f )(z)j2dv(z)
and
III(z) =
Z


(jS (h f )j2)(z)jr(z)jdv(z):
Since rjS (h f )j2 = S (h f )rS (h f ) + S (h f )rS (h f )j . jS (h f )jjrS (h f );
we have
I . 
Z
@

jS (h f )(z)jjrS (h f )(z)jd(z):
Also,
jS (h f )j2 = S (h f )S (h f ) + S (h f )S (h f ) + 4jrS (h f )j2:
By definition,
S (h f ) = (zih f ) = h f(zi) + zi(h f ) + hr(h f );rzii = @i(h f ):
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Similarly, S (h f ) = @i(h f ). Hence,
jS (h f )j2 . jrS (h f )j2 + jS (h f )jj@i(h f )j
and therefore
III .
Z


jrS (h f )(z)j2jr(z)jdv(z) +
Z


jS (h f )(z)jj@i(h f )(z)jjr(z)jdv(z)

Z


jrS (h f )(z)j2jr(z)jdv(z) +
 Z


jS (h f )j2dv(z)
1=2

 Z


j@i(h f )(z)j2jr(z)j2dv(z)

.
Z


jrS (h f )(z)j2jr(z)jdv(z) + II1=2kh f kL2a(
):
To estimate the three parts, let us first estimate the two terms that appear in the integrands. By
definition,
S (h f )(z) = zih(z) f (z)   h(z)
Z


wi f (w)Kl(z;w)jr(w)jldv(w)
=
Z


(zi   wi)h(z) f (w)Kl(z;w)jr(w)jldv(w):
Therefore
jS (h f )(z)j 
Z


jz   wjjh(z) f (w)jjKl(z;w)jjr(w)jldv(w)
.
Z


jh(z) f (w)j jr(w)j
l
F(z;w)n+1=2+l
dv(w)
.
Z


F(z;w)N
jr(w)jn+1+N
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdv() jr(w)j
l
F(z;w)n+1=2+l
dv(w)
=
Z


Z
E(;1)
jr(w)jl N n 1
F(z;w)n+1=2+l N
dv(w)jh() f ()jdv()
.
Z


jr()jl N
F(z; )n+1=2+l N
jh() f ()jdv():
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On the other hand,
rS (h f )(z) =
Z


rz(zi   wi)h(z) f (w)Kl(z;w)jr(w)jldv(w)
+
Z


(zi   wi)rh(z) f (w)Kl(z;w)jr(w)jldv(w)
+
Z


(zi   wi)h(z) f (w)rzKl(z;w)jr(w)jldv(w)
= A + B +C:
By similar estimate,
jAj .
Z


jh(z) f (w)j jr(w)j
l
F(z;w)n+1+l
dv(w) .
Z


jr()jl N
F(z; )n+1+l N
jh() f ()jdv():
jBj .
Z


F(z;w)N
jr(w)n+2+N j
Z
E(w;2)
jh() f ()jdv() jr(w)j
l
F(z;w)n+1=2+l
dv(w)
=
Z


Z
E(;2)
jr(w)jl N n 2
F(z;w)n+1=2+l N
dv(w)jh() f ()jdv()
.
Z


jr()jl N 1
F(z; )n+1=2+l N
jh() f ()jdv():
Finally,
jCj .
Z


jh(z) f (w)j jr(w)j
l
F(z;w)n+3=2+l
dv()
.
Z


jr()jl N
F(z; )n+3=2+l N
jh() f ()jdv():
Therefore,
jrS (h f )(z)j .
Z


jr()jl N
F(z; )n+1+l N
jh() f ()jdv()
+
Z


jr()jl N
jr(z)jF(z; )n+1=2+l N jh() f ()jdv():
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Since jr()jF(z;)  1, altogether we have
jrS (h f )(z)j .
Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+3=2+K
jh() f ()jdv()
and
jS (h f )(z)j .
Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+1=2+K
jh() f ()jdv():
Here K = l   N   1 > 0. Now let us estimate I. We have obtained
I . 
Z
@

jS (h f )(z)jjrS (h f )(z)jd(z):
By Holder’s inequality,
I . 
 Z
@

jS (h f )(z)j2d(z)
1=2 Z
@

jrS (h f )(z)j2d(z)
1=2
:
Also
Z
@

jS (h f )(z)j2d(z)
.
Z
@

 Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+1=2+K
dv()
2
d(z)

Z
@

Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+1=2+K
jr()j 1=3dv()

Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+1=2+K
jr()j1=3jh() f ()j2dv()d(z)
.
Z
@

Z


jr()jK+1=3
F(z; )n+1=2+K
jh() f ()j2dv()d(z)
=
Z


Z
@

jr()jK+1=3
F(z; )n+1=2+K
d(z)jh() f ()j2dv()
.
Z


jr()j 1=6jh() f ()j2dv()
. kh f k2H2(
):
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and
Z
@

jrS (h f )(z)j2d(z)
.
Z
@

 Z


jr()jK
F(z;w)n+3=2+K
jh() f ()jdv()
2
d(z)

Z
@

Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+3=2+K
jr()j 1dv()

Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+3=2+K
jr()jjh() f ()j2dv()d(z)
.
Z
@

jr(z)j 3=2
Z


jr()jK+1
F(z; )n+3=2+K
jh() f ()j2dv()d(z)
=
Z


Z
@

jr(z)j 3=2jr()jK+1
F(z; )n+3=2+K
d(z)jh() f ()j2dv()
.  3=2
Z


jr()j 1=2jh() f ()j2dv()
.  3=2kh f k2H2(
):
Therefore
I . 1=4kh f k2H2(
) ! 0;  ! 0:
Next, by Schur’s test, it is easy to show that
II .
Z


 Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+1=2+K
jh() f ()j
2
dv(z)
. kh f k2L2a(
):
Finally, Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+3=2+K
jr()j 1=2dv() . jr(z)j 1;
and Z


jr()jK
F(z; )n+3=2+K
jr(z)j 1jr(z)jdv(z) . jr()j 1=2;
by Schur’s test,
III . kh f k2L2a(
):
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Now let  ! 0, we get
kS (h f )kL2(
) . kh f kL2a(
):
Therefore
k(I   P)MziP(h f )kH2(
)  kzih f   hTi( f )kL2(@
) = kS (h f )k . kh f kL2a(
):
By Proposition 3.3.9, (I   P)MziP 2 Cp, 8p > 2n. This completes the proof. 
3.4 Further Results on the Unit Ball
The case that 
 is the unit ball receive special attention. Due to extra properties we have
stronger results on Bn. This section is devoted to some further results on principal submodules of
the Bergman module L2a(Bn).
For convenience and future reference, we restate the two main results in the previous sections
for the unit ball.
Theorem 3.4.1. Suppose h is a holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of the closed unit
ball Bn, then there exists a constant N such that for any function f 2 Hol(Bn) and any z;w 2 Bn,
jh(z) f (w)j . j1   hw; zij
N
(1   jwj2)N+n+1
Z
E(w;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose h is a holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of Bn, then the
principal submodule
[h] := fh f : f 2 L2a(Bn)g
is p-essentially normal for p > n.
3.4.1 About Principal Submodules
Besides their main result on p-essential normality, the first author and K. Wang [14] also ob-
tained a characterization of functions in the principal submodule [p] 2 L2a(Bn) generated by a
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polynomial p. We show the same is true for any holomorphic function h defined in a neighborhood
of Bn.
For a generator h as in Theorem 3.4.2, we are going to get a description of functions in the
submodule [h]. We will provide proofs for the Bergman module L2a(Bn).
Take the measure dh = jhj2dvn. Let L2(h) be the space of functions that are square inte-
grable under this measure. Let L2a(h) be the weighted Bergman space consisting of holomorphic
functions in L2(h).
Lemma 3.4.3. The weighted Bergman space L2a(h) is a complete reproducing kernel Hilbert s-
pace.
Proof. First, let us show that evaluation at any point z 2 Bn defines a bounded linear functional on
L2a(h). If h(z) , 0, then by definition, if f 2 L2a(h), f h 2 L2a(Bn). Therefore
j f (z)j = 1jh(z)j j f h(z)j 
1
jh(z)j(1   jzj2)(n+1)=2 k f hkL2a(Bn)
=
1
jh(z)j(1   jzj2)(n+1)=2 k f kL2a(h):
If h(z) = 0, choose a complex line L through z such that h is not identically 0 on L, then z is an
isolated zero point of h in L. Choose r > 0 so that the circle Cr := fw 2 L : jw   zj = rg does not
intersect the zero set of h and is contained in Bn. It is easy to see that evaluations at points in Cr
are uniformly bounded. By the Maximum Principal,
j f (z)j  maxfj f (w)j : w 2 Crg:
Therefore evaluation at z is also bounded. This proves that L2a(h) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space.
Now we show that L2a(h) is complete, or equivalently, L
2
a(h) is closed in L
2(h). Suppose
f fng  L2a(h) and fn converges to f 2 L2(h). From the arguments above, it is easy to see that
given a compact subset K of Bn, the evaluation functionals at points in K are uniformly bounded.
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Therefore there exists C > 0 such that
sup
z2K
j fn(z)   fm(z)j  Ck fn   fmkL2(h):
Hence the sequence of holomorphic functions f fn(z)g converges uniformly on compact subsets to
a holomorphic function f˜ on Bn. Since fn ! f , fn converges to f in measure. Therefore f = f˜
almost everywhere. This shows that f 2 L2a(h). L2a(h) is complete. 
Lemma 3.4.4. Suppose h is as in Theorem 3.4.1, f 2 L2a(h). For 0 < r < 1 and z 2 Bn, write
fr(z) = f (rz), fr is defined in a neighborhood of Bn. We have
Z
Bn
jh(z) fr(z)j2dvn(z) .
Z
Bn
jh(z) f (z)j2dvn(z):
As a consequence, the set of holomorphic functions defined in a neighborhood of Bn is dense in
L2a(h).
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.4.1 for w = rz, we get
jh(z) f (rz)j . (1   rjzj
2)N
(1   r2jzj2)N+n+1
Z
E(rz;1)
jh() f ()jdvn()
 1
(1   r2jzj2)n+1
Z
E(rz;1)
jh() f ()jdvn():
Therefore
Z
Bn
jh(z) fr(z)j2dvn(z) .
Z
Bn
1
(1   r2jzj2)2(n+1)
 Z
E(rz;1)
jh() f ()jdvn()
2dvn(z)

Z
Bn
1
(1   r2jzj2)2(n+1)
Z
E(rz;1)
jh() f ()j2dvn()vn(E(rz; 1))dvn(z)
.
Z
Bn
1
(1   r2jzj2)n+1
Z
E(rz;1)
jh() f ()j2dvn()dvn(z):
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By the Fubini’s Theorem, the last integral is equal to
Z
Bn
Z
fz: rz2E(;1)g
1
(1   r2jzj2)n+1dvn(z)jh() f ()j
2dvn()
=
Z
Bn
Z
E(;1)
1
(1   jj2)n+1
1
r2n
dvn()jh() f ()j2dvn()
.
Z
Bn
jh() f ()j2dvn():
Here we used the fact that vn(E(w; 1))  (1 jwj2)n+1 and that 1 jj2  1 jj2 whenever  2 E(; 1)
(cf. [40]).
We have proved the inequality. It remains to show that functions defined in a neighborhood of
Bn are dense. For any f 2 L2a(h), let fm := f1  1m+1 . The sequence of functions f fmg are defined in
a neighborhood of Bn. By the previous argument, this is a bounded sequence in L2a(h). Therefore
there exists a subsequence that converges weakly. Since fm ! f pointwise, the weak limit must
be f . Thus f lies in the weak closure of the subspace of function defined in a neighborhood of Bn.
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, f also belongs to the norm closure. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.4.5. Suppose h is a holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of Bn, then the
principal submodule [h] consists of functions of the form h f 2 L2a(Bn) where f is a holomorphic
function on Bn, i.e.,
[h] = f f h : f h 2 L2a(Bn); f 2 Hol(Bn)g:
Proof. Define the operator
I : L2a(h) ! L2a(Bn); f 7! f h:
Then I is an isomorphism. Clearly Ran(I) is closed and contains [h]. By Lemma 3.4.4, functions
that are holomorphic in a neighborhood of Bn are dense in L2a(h). Therefore the image of these
functions are dense in Ran(I). But these images are in [h]. This proves that Ran(I) = [h].
Therefore
[h] = f f h : f h 2 L2a(Bn); f 2 Hol(Bn)g:
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This completes the proof. 
3.4.2 The Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture
Now let us discuss a special case of the Geometric Arveson-Douglas Conjecture. Recall that
we defined the notion of analytic subset in Chapter 2.
Definition 3.4.6. Let A be an analytic subset of 
. The dimension of A at an arbitrary point a 2 A
is the number
dima A := lim
z!a;z regular
dimz A:
The dimension of A is, by definition, the maximum of its dimensions at points:
dim A := max
z2A
dimz A:
A is said to be pure if its dimensions at all points coincide.
Pure analytic subsets of codimension 1 has some very important properties.
Lemma 3.4.7. [8, Corollary 1, Page 26] Every pure (n   1) dimensional analytic subset on an
n-dimensional complex manifold is locally principal, i.e., for any a 2 A there exist open neighbor-
hood U of a in 
 and holomorphic function f on U such that A \ U = fz 2 U : f (z) = 0g.
Let A be a principal analytic subset of 
, i.e., A = fz 2 
 : f (z) = 0g for a ceratin holomorphic
function f . The function f is called a minimal defining function of A if for every open set U  

and every g 2 Hol(U) such that gjA\U = 0, there exists an h 2 Hol(U) such that g = f h in U.
Lemma 3.4.8. [8, Proposition 1, Page 27] Every pure (n   1)-dimensional analytic subset on an
n-dimensional complex manifold locally has a minimal defining function.
Now suppose V is a pure (n   1)-dimensional analytic subset of an open neighborhood of Bn.
Choose r > 1 so that V is defined in a neighborhood of rBn. By Lemma 3.4.8 and compactness,
there is a finite open cover fUig of rBn and a minimal defining function hi on Ui. By definition, if
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Ui \ U j , ;, the function gi j = hi=h j is holomorphic and non-vanishing on Ui \ U j. They satisfy
gi j  g ji = 1 on Ui \ U j
and
gi j  g jk  gki = 1 on Ui \ U j \ Uk:
Such a set of functions is called a second Cousin data. By [28], the second Cousin problem is
solvable on rBn. That means, there exists non-vanishing fi 2 Hol(Ui \ rBn) such that gi j = fi= f j.
If we define f = hi= fi on Ui \ rBn, then one easily checks that f is well defined and becomes a
global minimal defining function for V in rBn.
Suppose f 2 L2a(Bn), f jV\Bn = 0, then f = gh for some g 2 Hol(Bn). From last subsection we
know that this means g 2 L2a(h), or f 2 [h]. The other side of inclusion is obvious: [h]  f f 2
L2a(Bn) : f jV\Bn = 0g. To sum up, we have obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.9. Suppose V is a pure (n  1)-dimensional analytic subset of an open neighborhood
of Bn, then V has a minimal defining function h on an open neighborhood of Bn. Moreover,
PV := f f 2 L2a(Bn) : f jV\Bn = 0g = [h]:
Therefore the submodule PV is p-essentially normal for all p > n.
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4. SUMMARY
In this dissertation, we have discussed some results on the Arveson-Douglas Conjecture. The
tools come from operator theory, harmonic analysis and several complex variables. The Arveson-
Douglas Conjecture concerns essential normality of submodules or quotient modules of certain
analytic function spaces. A good understanding of the projection operators onto these submodules
or quotient modules is essential in tackling the problem. We have developed the theory along
two lines, one of which deals with the quotient module, the other with the submodule. These are
contained in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively.
For radical ideals, the corresponding quotient module “lives” on the variety of the ideal, in
the sense that, the quotient module is the unique reproducing kernel Hilbert space determined by
the restriction of the reproducing kernel on the variety. The theory in Chapter 2 gives another
interpretation. When an equivalent measure exists, the quotient module is similar to a closed
subspace of an L2 space living on the variety. The theory builds a deep connection between the
L2-extension problem in several complex variables and the Arveson-Douglas Conjecture.
Chapter 3 deals with principal submodules. Our theory shows that the proof essentially relies
on inequality (3.4). This allows some flexibility in the proof. As is shown in Chapter 3, we are able
to generalize the result to Bergman and Hardy spaces on bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains
with smooth boundary, with generator being any holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood
of the closure of the domain.
For the next step, we plan to build a theory that deals with both cases. Here are some rough
ideas. Complex analytic subsets behave relatively nice locally. Using these local properties, we
plan to construct local decompositions of the ideal, into sums of principal ideals. Tools from
harmonic analysis will allow us to obtain a global decomposition from local ones. This can lead to
a universal proof that works for all the existing results and a generalization of them.
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